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AUTHOR'S PREFACE 

I AM so conscious that my general equipment waR inRnffici<mt 
to warrant my having undertaken an introduction to this 
treatise (in addition to the translation), that my utmost hope 
is this,-that what I have written may be regarded by lenient 
Orientalists as something to elicit-provoke, if you will-the 
necessary supplementing and formative criticism ; or as 
useful materials to be built into some more authoritative and 
better-informed work: and that they may from this point of 
view be inclined to pardon what otherwise might seem an 
unwarrantable piece of rashness and indiscretion. 

A still greater ·presumption remains to be forgiven, but this 
time on the ground of the great human simplicities, when 
I venture to inscribe this work, in spite of everything, to the 
beloved memory of 

IGNAZ GOLDZIHER 

-that golden-hearted man ....... who in 1911 introduced me to 
the 1\Iishkii.t; and to join with his name that of 

DuNCAN BLACK MACDONALD, 

who first introduced me to the 1\Iishkii.t's author. Of these 
twain, the latter may perhaps forgive the lapses of a pupil 
because of the filial joy with which, I know well, he will 
see the two names joined together, howRoevcr or by whom
soever it was done. As for the former, . . . in Abraham's 
bosom all things are forgiven. 

CAIRO. 

Julu, 1923. 
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INTRODUCTION 
[The references in square brackets nrc to the pages of the Cairo Arn bw 

edition, and to the present English translation.] 

THE 1\lrsHKA:r AL-ANW .:\R 1 is a work of extreme interest from 
the viewpoint of al-Ghazziili's 2 inner life and esoteric thought. 
The glimpses it gives of that life and thought are remarkably, 
perhaps uniquely, intimate. It begins where his auto
biographical Al-lliunqidh min al-J)aliil leaves off. Its 
esotericism excited the curiosity and even the suspicion of 
Muslim thinkers from the first, and we have deeply interesting 
allusions to it in Ibn 'fufail 3 and Ibn Rushd, 4 the celebrated 
philosophers of ·western Islam, who flourished witl1in the 
century after al-Ghazzalfs death in llll (A.B. 505)-a fact 
which, again, increases its importance and interest for us. 

I. DATE, OBJECT, AND GENERAf, CONTENTS 

There is no way of fixing the precise elate of this treatise ; 
but it falls among his later ones, perhaps among the latest ; 
the most important hint we get from Ghazziili himself being 
that the book was written after his magnum opus, the 
l(tyii' al-'Uli"im (p. [91). Other works of Ghazziili mentioned by 
him in this treatise are the ,l/i'lir al-'llm, Jllaf1akk al-Na:;ar, 
and al-.11/aq.~ad al-Asnii. 

The object of the opuscule is to expound a certain Koran 
verse and a certain Tradition. The former is the celebrated 
Light-Verse (S. 24, 35) and the latter the Veils-Tradition. 
It is divided into three section~. of which the first is con
siderably the longest. 

In this first section he considers the word " light " itself, and 
its plural " lights ", as applied to physical light and lights ; 

1 The ]lfishktit al-Amdtr is numbered No. 34 in Brockelmnnn's Geschit·hte 
clcr Arabiscllen Literatllr (vol. i, p. 423). It was printed in Cairo (ma\ba'at 
aJ> ~idq, A.H. 1322), to which edition the references in the prc•cnt work 
are made. There is another edition in a collection of five opnseules of 
Ghazziili under the title of the first of the five, Fai.~al CI/-Tafriqa. 

2 The Algazal of the Schoolmen. 
3 The Abubacer of the Schoolmen. 
' The Avt'rroes of the Rf'hoolmen. 

1 
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to the eye ; to the intelligence (i.e. intellect or reason) ; to 
prophets; to supernal beings; aud finally to Allah himself, 
who is shown to be not the only source of light and of these 
lights, Lut also the only real actual light in all existence. 

In the second section we have some most interesting 
prolegomena to the whole subject of symbolic language iu 
the Koran and Traditions, and its interpretation. Symbols 
are shown to be no mere metaphors. There is a real mystical 
nexus between symbol and symbolized, type and antitype, 
outer and inner. The symbols are infinitely numerous, very 
much more numerous than those mentioned in Koran or 
Traditions. Every object on earth " perhaps" has its 
correlative in the unseen, spiritual world. This doctrine of 
symbols reminds us of the Platonic " ideas " and their earthly 
copies, and of the " patterns of things in the heavens " ancl 
"the example and shadow [on e:nthl of heavenly things" 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews. A notable deduction is made 
from this doctrine, namely, the equal incumbency of keeping 
the outward letter (~t!hir) of the Law as well as its inner 
meaning (bii~in). Nearly all the most advanced f::iifis were 
zealous . and minutely scrupulous keepers of the ritual, 
cerem~n~al, and other prescriptions of the Sunna law, and 
~ha:zah here s~pplies a quasi-philosophical basis for this 
hdehty-a fi~ehty which some of the bolder and more 
extreme mystics found ill . 1 1 " . .t 1 " . ogiCa anc unsp1n ua · 

Jill. tdhet thuld section the results of this symbolology arc 
app 1e o t 1e Verse l · I the · anc Tradition in questwn. n ' 
former the beautiful d · · · · 

'.an undeniably intngumg, expresswns 
of thetKl orE~n-the Light, the Niche the Glass, the Oil, thP 
Tree, 1e 1 ast and tl \lr ' 1 

· J d }" · le i¥ est-are explained both Oil psyc l()-
~ogiClL l~ntl tre Iglio-metaphysical lines . and a similar exege~:i:.; 
IS app Ie o t 1e trad"t· ' .1 1 Ion of the p e\'enty Thousand V ei s. 

II. l\1 YSTEnn:s I 
' ·EFT VEILED IN TillS TREATISE 

In the course of all . . . 
l tl .,t . :t tlus Ghazzali gives us, mciClentally, rnur t • t ... exr 1 ,p:-; 0111. , ,· . . 

( IIItOSti;y to t,] 11• \ngltPs1; dt•gn·p : t.ltt'HI~. 



INTRODUCTION 

always, when we get to the crucial point, we meet a 
"perhaps", or a patronizing allusion to the immaturity of 
his less-initiated reader. (Ghazziili's hesitations-" it may 
be," "perhaps," etc.-are worthy of study in this treatise. 
They do not so much leave the impression of hesitancy in his 
own mind, as of a desire to "fence" a little with his reader.) 
He himself writes "incommunicable mystery" across a 
number of these passages. Thus, the nature of the human 
intelligence and its peculiar affinity to the divine (pp. [6, 7 1) ; 
the mystic "state" of al-I:Jallii.j, and other "inebriates'', 
and the expressions they emit in their mystic intoxication 
(p. [20])-" behind which truths," says Ghazziili, "also lie 
secrets which it is not lawful to enter upon " ; the astounding 
passage (p. [24]) in which to the supreme Adept of the mystical 
Union with deity are ascribed features and functions of very 
deity ; the real explanation of the word taw~id, involving as 
it does the question of the reality of the universe and the 
nature of the soul's union or identification with deity ; the 
nature of the Commander (al-.Mu?(i') of the universe, and 
whether he be Allah or an ineffable supreme Vicegerent ; who 
that Vicegerent is, and why it must be he and not Allah who 
performs the prime function of the cosmos-ruler, viz. the 
issue of the command for the moving of the primwn m.obill', 
whereby all the motions of the Heavenly (and the Sub
lunary) spheres are set a-going; and the final mystery 
of Allah-an-sich, a Koumenal Deity, in whose case tran
scendence is to he carried to such a pitch that gnosticism 
and agnosticism meet, and the validity of every possible or 
conceivable predication is denied, whether of act or attribute 
(see p. [55 I)--all these things are incommunicable mysteries, 
secrets, from the revealing of which our author turns away at 
the exact moment when we expect the denouement. The art 
is supreme-but something more than tantalizing. Who \nre 
the adepts to whom he did communicate these thrilling secrets ? 
Were these communications ever written down for or by his 
brother initiates ? Or did he ever communicate them ? 
Was tht•m rP:dl_v an_vthing to communieate? If f!O, what? 
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III. A GHAZZALIAN PHILOSOPHY OF RELlGIO:!'I 

On the whole it iR the final Rect.ion on the Veils Tradition 
which, though really of the nature of an appendix, contains 
t.he most numerous and the most interesti11g problems for the 
study of Ghrtzziili's inner life, thought, and convictions. 
This tradition speaks of ''Seventy Thousan!l Veils of Light 
and Darkness " which veil pure Godhead from the human 
soul. The origin of the trarlition is, it is safe to hazard, 
Neoplatonic, and it therefore lent itself completely to the 
gnostic and theosophical mode of thought which so soon 
invaded l\Iuslim ~flfism, after its less succe~Jsful effort to 
capture orthodox Christianity. Acconlingly .1\Iuslim mystics 
seem to have sei1.eu upon the tradition with avidity, though 
they interpret it variously. For an entirely I\eoplatonic, 
theosophical interpretation, as expounded by RiffL'i dervishes, 
the translator's "'Way· of a Mohammedan Mystic" may be 
consulted.1 According to this version, the soul, in its upward 
Seven-fold Way to Union with pure Deity, is at every stage 
stripped of 10,000 of these Veils, the dark ones first and then 
the bright. After that the naked soul stands face to face with 
naked Deity, with Absolute Being, with an unveiled Sun, 
with unadulterated Light. Ghazziili's treatment is different. 
According to him, these Veils arc various according to the 
varie~ies_ of the natures which they veil from the One Real. 
And It IS the clasRification of these natures which is thus 
i~volved, that supplies rich material for an :musually inside 
VI~w- of Ghazziili'~; real views concerning men, doctrineR, 
rehgJOns, and sects. It iH not the orthodox school man, the 
fierce dogmatist the rigi-1 l k zt· I · k"11g ' u 11111 a a un, w 10 Hl now Rpen. I · 

We have the sensation of overh · Gh T he speaks 
aloud to his own soul t . earmg azza I as . ,} -1) • 
I I ' or o a Circle of init.iaies. It IS 1aru Y 
ess t tan an outline of I ·1 · 1 h" h 

} a P u osophy of religion w1t 1 w IC 
we 1ave to do. He r ·_1 I 
tl .1 _1 . c lVlues mankind into four c asses : 

wse vm eu With veils f . l . 1 0 pure darl~ness ; those vetlet Wit 1 
1 'l'lte Moslem World, year 1 !J1 2 _ . 

Otto HarraRRowitz IJP n 1 • Jlp. 171 ~!''JC[., 2-la HNl'l·; nR scparatnm, 
., . "· 0. 
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veils of mixed darkness and light ; those veiled with veils 
of pure light; and those who attain to the vision of the 
Unveiled. Every line of this part of the work merits and 
requires the closest study. It is not possible to give tltis 
detailed study here-it has been given elsewhere, and to that 
the reader must be referred.1 But a summary of Ghazziili's 
classification of souls and creeds may be given here, fo~ thus, 
even more effectively than by an extended study, may a vivid 
preliminary appreciation be gained of the importance of 
this section for students of the Ghazziili proble~. He begins 
at the bottom and works up the light-ladder, nmg by rung, 
to the very top, thus giving a gradation of human natures 
and human creeds in respect of their approach to al:solute 
truth. Sometimes the grades are definitely identified by the 
author. In other cases they may be certainly, or nearly 
certainly, identified from the description he gives. In the 
following summary Ghazziili's own identifications are given 
between round bracketR ; i1~{errcd identifications, certain or 
nearly certain, bet\veen square brackets. 

Class I.-Those veiled with Vei~s of pure Darkness 
Atheist3-(a) Naturist philosophers whose god is Nature, 

(b) Egotists whose god is Self. 
Subdivisions of (b) :-

( l) Seekers after sensual pleasures (the bestial aLtri lmh·~·} 
(2) , dominion 

(" Arabs, some Kurds, 
numerous Fools ") 

(3) Seekers after filthy lucre 
( 4) vainglory 

and very ) (the 

f\ ferocious 
attributes). 

Cl11ss II.--Those veiled u·ith Veils of 111 i:red Darkness ond Light 
A. THOSE WHCJSE D.~RKNESS ORWINATE3 I:S THE SENSES 

( 1) J mage-worshippers. 
fPolytheists of the Hellenic (?and Indian) type.] 

1 J)cr ].•/am, y<'ar Hll-l, in Nos. 2 anrl 3 ; by the present writer. 
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(2) Worshippers of animate objects of physical beauty. 
(Some of the mo:;t remote TurkiBh tribes.) 

(3) Fire-worshippers. 
[Magians.] 

(4) Astrologizing Star-worshippers. 
[Star-worshippers of llarrii.n: ? ~ii.bians.] 

(5) Sun-worRhippers. 
(6) J,ight-worshippers, with their dualistic acknowledgment 

of a supreme correlative Darkness. 
(Zoroastrians of the cult of Ormuzd and Ahrimiin.) 

B. THOSJ; 1\'HO;t: D.\lt:,Nt:iS Olt!UI::-1.\TES IN THt: IMAt:INATION 

( rjJlll 17tUTI1tl) 
(who worship a One Being, sitting [spatially] on his throne). 

(I) Corporealists. 

[Extreme IJanbalites: ~ahirites.] 
(2) Karriimites. 

(3) Those who have eliminated all spatial icleas m regan! 
to Allah except the literal " up-above ". 
[Ibn I_IanbaJ.l l_Ianbalites. 2] 

C. THOSE WHOSE D\R · 
' KNE,g ORIGINATES TN TilE (DJSCURSIVEl 3 

J NTET.J.Ir: ENCE 

rv arious sort f 1 '- · s o 1 !utakallimin] 
, (I) Anthropomorphists in re~:~pect of the Seven Attributes 

of Allah " R · ' eanng, Sceincr " etc and especially 
the "Word" of AII-1 o• ., 

II l. 

(Those who said that t.hc Word of Allah has letters 
~~rl b s~unrls like ours.) [Early literalists: 
. an ahtes: early Ash'arites.] 

1 Fni:'al al-TafrirJa, p. 10. 
• Averroes adds to these (with . . . 
If . th "E 1 F 1 JUstic-e•) the Koran · ;\lohnmmed lum. se , e _..ar v 1at 1ers" . 1 A ' , 

" hefore the tim; of <\I '1 : a_·. sh'nri; and the early Ash arites 
• HI .•la'ah" . . 

·tl- Tnwaini the Im'irn ·d II . ' suvs A\'C'TrOl'S, lor. crt., I.e. of 
f • ', . l ( •• aralnatn, ou,· . ... , . 78 ( ' h' 
al-Kaslif fltl ltlmrcihU al-rulilla' .. .tn!hur s Sluuld1, d. 4 se.. rs 

I. ' Nl. .'l£uller (i" c · d p 54) 3 For arrorc mg to Ghazziili tl . • Jl. •>, arro P ., • • 
•e gPnurn · · t II' ~tre infallibll'. See p. 1 101 . 1 . l' axromata of the pure m .e •gence 

. . , .ln< nu 1 . . I 
ncar the IJl':rlnnmo- of tlu· lj, .1, mportant antobwgrapluea pa~sagl· 

• ... • "' 'jlf 11, 
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(2) Those who said that the word of Allah is like our mental 
speech awitith al-nafs). 

[Later Ash'arites.] 

Class II 1.--·Tlwse t·eiled by pure Light 

[i.e. purged of all anthropomorphism (tasltbihH 

(I) Those whose view~:~ about the Attributes were sound, 
but who refused to define Allah hy means of them: 
replying to the question " What is the Lord of the 
·worlds~" by saying, "The Lord, who transcends 
the ideas of these attributes ; He, the Mover and 
Orderer of the Heavens." 

[ I.Iasan al-Baf?ri, al-Shiifi'i, and others of the bila 
kaifa school.] 

(2) Those who mounted higher than the preceding, in 
declaring that Allilh is the mover of only the 
primum mobile (the Ninth and outermost Heaven), 
which causes the movement of the other Eight, 
mediated by their respective Angels. 

[~ufi philosophers. (?)AI Fiiriibi.] 

(3) Those who mount. higher than these again, in putting 
a supreme Angel in place of Allah, \Yho now move~ 
the heavens by commanding this supreme Angel, 
but not immediately by dired action. 

[~ufi philosophers. Al-Ghazziili himself when coram 
populo (Munqidh, p. 11) !] 

Class IV.-The Umeiled, zclw Attain 

Those who will predicate nothing ll'lwtsocrcr of Allah, and 
rt>fuse to allow that He eYen iRsues the order for the moving 
of the primwn mobile. 'I' his Commander ( ,1/ u!ii') is now a 
\'icegerent, who is related to the Absolute Dl'ing as the sun 
to Essential Light or li \'e coal to the Element of Fire. 

(I) Adepts who preserve Relf-consciousneRs in their absorp
tion in thiH ..\hsohttP, all else being e!Taced. 
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(2) Adepts whose self-consciou~ness is also effaced (" the 
Fewest of the Few") [al-Halliij. and the extreme 
Mystics], 

(a) who attain to this State with a single leap
as Abraham "al-Khali:l" did, 

(b) who attain to it by stages,-as 1\Iohammcd 
" al- I:labih " did [at the Mi'rc'i}]. 

IV. GHAZZ:iLi PROBLEMS RAISED BY THE FOREGOING 

The mere perusal of this graded scale of systems and of souls 
shows at once i~s extraordinary interest because of its revela
tion of Ghazziili's innermost thought about these things; and 
because of the piquancy and difficulty of some of the problems 
raised. In the discussion of the whole subject the reader is 
referred to the monograph upon the Jlishkiit to which allusion 
has been made. The problems may be indicated here in the 
form of questions, for the sake of defining them as particularly 
as possible : -

(1) How is it that some reputable 1\Ioslems are groupe<! 
with Idolators and Dualists in the second division (" mixed 
light and dark ") 1 

(2) How is it that Jews and Christians are neither mentioned 
nor alluded to in this rather full sketch for a philosophy of 
religion 1 And where could t;Jwy have been fitted in if they 
had been mentioned ? 

(3) How i'l it that the later Ash 'arites, the standard orthodox 
Theologiam, are placed so low, viz. in the division where 
there are still veils of dar/mess ? 

(4) How is it tha~ the l\Iu'tazilites are neither mentioned nor 
alluded to ; and that, according to the rlifferentia of the 
highest section of the second division, it would be inevitable 
to place them above the orthodox Ash'arites ? 

(5) How is it that the most pious believers of the earliest 
and most venerated type come no higher than the l01cest 
section of the third division ? 
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{6) How is it that to such men is ascribed any special 
concern abo11t Allah as " mover of the Heavens " 1 1 

{7) How is it that the various doctrines about the mode of 
this Moving of the Heavens is made the main if not the sole 
differentia of the (ascendiftg) grades of this division, though 
in other works Ghazzali treats this very matter with marked 
coolness :! 1 How is it. that on this is explicitly said to turn 
the superiority of the schools of f3iifi's over the pious Believers, 
and the superiority of one school of ~iifi's over another 1 

{8) How is it that this matter of Moving the Heavens is 
considered so particularly to threaten the Unity of Allah, 
and that that Unity is only saved when He is relieved from 
even the function of Commanding the (outermost) Heaven to 
be moved 1 

{!!) And wlto is this Commander Zl'ho tlms commands, a11d 
wlto orders all il1ings, and who is related to pure Being a~ the 
';un to Element,al Light? And what was " the mystery (in 
this affair), the cliselosurc of which ·this book docs not admit 
of" ? 

{10) What becomes of a Deity of whom nothing whatso
ever can even be said or predicatecl ? And how, then, can 
a " relation " between Him and His Vicegerent be asserted, 
still more described as above ? And how can this Unknow
able, Unimaginable, and Inconceivable be nevertheles:; 
" reached " hy my~tic souls ? 

(11) What wa.s "the book" into which Ghazzali himself 
says he put all his esoteric teaching (Jazdih.ir, p. 31); which 
he implores any into whose hands it may fall not to publish ; 
which Ibn Tufail denies could have been t.his .llisllkiit ura.yy, 
ed. Gautier, pp. 13-l:i, trans. Gaut;ier, pp. 12-H), nor any 
other of the supposetl esoteric books that " had come to 
Andahtfl" ! 

1 This is a.ll th~ rnorr marked hl'rause the worrl~ italirized are Ghazziili's 
own gloss or. a quotation from the Koran; seC' b!'low. 

2 e.g. Tahrifut, pp. 57, 60. 
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V. THE PRoBLEM oF THE VIcEGERENT IN InN Rusun 
AND InN 'fuFAIL 

After this it will cause no surprise that it is this figure ol 
the Vicegerent (al-Mu(a' ... alladh'i amara hi taZ~r1k il
samiiu:iit) who excited the curiosity and suspicion of thinkers 
in the century after Ghazziili's death. The passage is at least 
twice singled out, once by Ibn Rushd in the treatise already 
cited, and once by Ibn 'fufail in his l.fayy ibn Yatj::Jin. 

(1) Ibn Rushd uses the passage to level at Ghazziili a 
direct accusation of gravest hypocritical insincerity over a 
matter which GhazzaJi had ostentatiously singletl out as the 
prime test of orthodoxy, namely, the doctrine of emanation. 
According to Ibn Rushd the passage about the Vicegerent 
was the explicit teaching of this doctrine of the Philosopher<', 
for which, elsewhere, Ghazzali can find no words strong enough 
to express his censure and contempt. The words of Ibn Rushu 
are as follows :-·-

" Then he comes on with hie book known as Jll ish kilt 
al-Anwar, and mentions therein all the grades of the Knowers 
of Allah ; and says that all of them are veiled save those 
who believe that Allah is not the mover of the First Heaven, 
He being the One from lYlwm. this ?not•er of the First Heaven 
emanated : which is an open declaration on his part of the 
tenet of the philosophers' schools in the science of theology ; 
though he has said in several places that their science of 
theology (as distinct from their other sciences) is a set of 
conjectures." 1 

It is not within the scope of this Introduction to follow in 
detail the evidence for and against the truth of this radical 
accusation. This has been done at length and with con
siderahle minuteness in the monograph in Der Islam, which 
has already been cited (pp. 133· 145). The reader must be 
referred to that; and it must suffice here to say that after 
the full consideration of all the evidence the verdict given 

1 Op. cit., ed. ~Iiilll·r, p. 21, Cairo eclition, p. 5!l. The treatise was 
written before A.l!. 575; date of .Mishhit c. 500. 
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there j:; Xot (~uilt.y. On the other hand, the existence of an 
esoteric doctrine in regard to this Vicegerent and his function 
is undeniable (and undenied) ; and it is clear, from the com
parison of the Jl!isld·ot itself with the .illunqidh, that that 
doctrine differed vitally from the one professed by Ghazzii.II 
exoterically (Munqidh, p. 11). Ghazziili himself, in a. passage 
of remarkable candour, 1 admits that evNy " Perfect " man 
has three sets of opinions (madliiihib), (a) those of his own 
environment, (b) those he teaches to inquirers according as 
they are able to receive them, and (c) those which he believes 
in secret between himself and Allah, and never mentions 
except to an inner circle of friends or students. 

Ibn Rushd's accusation was an attempt to identify the 
figure of the Vicegerent, al-Jlfu(ii', with that of Al Ma'liil 
al Awwol, the First Caused, in the emanational scheme of the 
Neoplatonizing 2 philosophers of Islam, with al-Farabi and 
Ibn Sina at their head. This was the Demiurge, the Being 
who first emanates from the Absolute Being, and mediates 

_bei!_ween It and all the lower stages of relational existence, 
with their increasing limitedness and grossness, thus relieving 
the predicateless Absolute from a~l part in the creation or 
((dministration of the universe. 

There can be no doubt that whatever Ghazziili's doctrine 
of the Vicegerent was, and whatever else his esoteric doctrine 
containerl, the emanational theory formed no part of that 
doctrine. For this particular piece of pseudo-metaphysics he 
appears to have had a very particular dislike .tnd contempt; 
and if Ilm Rushd was really serious in levelling his accusation 
he can hardly be acquitted of being blinded by his bitter 
prejudice against "Abu I_Iii.mid ". The only possible ground 
for Ibn Rnshrl's accusation which I have been able to di:>-

1 ,1//:tin n/ 'An~tzl, l'· 214. 
2 Th!' unqu!'stionnble Neoplntonism of much of the forms nnrt expressions 

of Ghazziili's thought, if not of the thought itself (s!'c espe<'ially pp. 115, 
Hi, 2!l, 47 seq. J), exposNI him in a very speeial way to this charge of C'mana
tional pantheism. And it cannot. haYe madl' it ea~il'r for him to st!'cr <'I<'Rr 
of suC"h clnng<'rs in fact. 
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cover is as follows :-it is a fact that the extreme (ghuliit) 
Imamites did identify ((l-Rij)1, "The Spirit of Allah" with 
the First Emanation.1 If, as is contended hereafter, Ghazziili 
identified al-Mu(a' with ul-Ru)1, and Ilm Rushd \Vas aware 
of this, he may have thought, or been pleased to think, that 
Ghazziili therefore thought that al-Mu(a' was the First 
Emanation. This would be an indirect confirmation of the 
identification which it is attempted presently to prove, 
namely, al-Mu(ii' = crl-Ru)1. 

(2) We now pass to the other criticism of the passage, 
by Ibn Rushcl's contemporary Ibn Tufail, in the introduction 
to his philosophical romance entitled (f((yy if;n Yoq+iin. 2 

Ibn Tufail's allusion to this perplexing passage is as follows : 

"Some later writers :J have fancied they have found 
something tremendous in that passage of his that occurs 
at the end of al-Mishkii.t, which (they think) impalPs 
Ghazziili on a dilPmma from which there is no escape. 
I mean where, after speaking of the various degrees of the 
Light-YeiiC>rl, and then going on to speak of the true 
AttainerR, he tells us that these Attainers have discover<.'cl 
that thi!> Exi::;ting One possesses an attribute which 
negates unmitigatecl Fnity; insisting that it necessarily 
follows from this that Ghazziili helieved that the Absolute 
Being has within His Essence some sort of plurality : 
whic-h Gorl forbid ! " 

The excurS!IS on this passage in the article citccl from 
Do· Islam (pp. J.f5-151) ean only be summarized here. It 
sPcms to have escapee! the eritics quoted by Ibn Tufail, that 
the Unveiler1, according to Ghazziili himself, abandoned the 
position of the )a~jt of t.he Light-Veilecl just becam;e of this 
d rearl, Yiz. that the irlentifil'ation of rcl- .1/ 11(ii' with All:i h 
would endanger ".the unmitigated Unity " of Deity. Ibn 

t Ma~signon. llalliij, p. lHil. 
2 Ed. Gautier, pp. 13-lii, tran'l. 12-l.t. 
" Or "a later writer", presumahly Ibn Hushd himself, in the passage 

nlrl'ady <'itrd and discussed. 
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Tufail himself, though he admits the serious contradict.ions 
which appear in Ghazziili's books, flatly refuses to see in this 
passage anything so monstrous, or anything sinister at all. 

Unfortunately he does not give us his own exegesis of the 
passage ; but it may perhaps be inferred from his own 
schematization of the grades of being. In this he makes 
elaborate use of the schema of reflectors, and reflectors of 
reflectors, which Ghazziili has already suggested in this book 
(pp. [15, Hi J). " The essences of the Intelligences of the 
Spheres " are represented as succesRiYe, graded reflections 
of the Divine Essence. The highest of them "is not the 
essence of the One Real nor is he the Sphere itself, nor is he 
other than them both. He is, as it were, the image of the 
s.m which appears in a polished mirror; for that image is 
neither the sun, nor the mirror, nor other than them both''. 
It is probable that. Ibn Tufail, who professed to have won 
through to his position after tttudying al-Glmzz.:ili and Ibn Sinii 
(the juxtaposition is singular!), would have more or less 
equated this conception of the highest Essence of the 
Intelligence_s of the Spheres with the ronception of ul-•llu(cl' 

in the illislihit, though he says nothing about the business of 
Heaven-moving in relation to this Being. It nee1l not follow 
that al-Ghazziili would have accepted this explanation 1 ; 

though both men were evidently striving equally to avoid 
a total pantheism, anti both disbelieved in the emanational 
theory as taught by al-Fiiritbi and Ibn Sinii. 

VI. ONE SOLUTION OF THE PRODLE:II OF THE VICEGERENT 

In the alJsence of "the hook" into whif'h Ohazziili put 
these secret opinions, or inconceivable mysteries, inclucling, 
we mn.y suppose, the secret of this mysterious Vicegerent, 
we are not likely to reach any authoritative settlement of the 
r1uestion : nor, even if we be put on the right track, to clear 
up the whole of the mystery. ·For want of direct help from 

1 Though his "mirror" sl'lwnm in .1/i.~/dcil, p. [15], is ncnr lim 'fufnil's 
ml'nning. 
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our author, therefore, the only thing to be done is to examine 
minutely al-illishkiil itself, to see if it yields any indirect help. 
It would seem that from this examination two po~mible 
solutions emerge. In this section the first of these will be 
discussed. 

This solution, which was first suggested to the writer by 
the distinguished French Orientalist, l\J. Louis l\Iassicmon 

o'' ' 
identifies the mysterious figure of this Vicegerent, al-Mu{li', 
with the Qu{b (" Axis ") or some other Supreme Adept. 
According to the developed doctrine, this (ju(b was an earthly 
Mystic of supremest attainment, who during his lifetime 
administered the affairs of the heavens and the earth. There 
was nothing ahout him, during his lifetime, to sngg<>st to 
any observer that he was engaged in so stupendous a task, 
and it was not known till after his death that he harl been 
"the Axis of his time" (qu(bu zamiinihi). 

The beginnings of this doctrine go hack far beyond 
al-Ghazzii.li-a rudimentary form of it was helrl hy even the 
ultra-orthodox IIanbalites, 1 and a developecl form of the 
conception is expresser! quite definitely in at- I_I ujwiri'R 
/{aslif al-J.lla?1j iib,2 and must, have been widely held, in orthodox 
circles too, in tho fifth century, at the dose of which our 
treatise was written. 

:\Ioreover, at least from the time of a!- I.lall:ij, to whom, 
as we shall see, our author in this treatise refers in terms by 
no mean:; of repucliation, the very word under discussion, 
al-illu{a', or some other form of the same verb, occurs in 
significant connexion with supreme sainthood. One of the 
accusations leveller! against ai-I.Ia.lliij was that he taught that 
"having attained to sainthoorl the Adept becomes al-Mu~a:, h<' 
who says to a thing 'Be!' an(l it becomes ".3 It sounds 
startling enough, but it was a true accusation, though it 
lm~ to he taken in r.onnexion with the whole of Ilall:i j'1; 

' :.\lassignon, l'as"iuu d' rd-llallrij, p. /.i·l. 

• p. 21-+ of trans 
3 ~las~ignon. op. f'it .• 7111 ; ih., p. -11:!. 
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philosophy of mystical union with the Divine.1 For he did 
definitely adopt from a predecessor, Ibn 'IyaQ., the aphorism 
"1lian a~it'a Allalta a?ii'alm kullu shay' ",2 an aphorism which 
received a later redaction (quite in the spirit of l.Jallaj, as 
has been shown), "man lwdltdhiba ... fa ya{iru mu{a'an, 
yaq'ii.lu lisli. slwy'i 'Kun' fa yakun," "He who has passed 
through the mystic ask~sis becomes Obeyed ; he says to thi:; 
or that, ' Be ! ' and it is." 3 

Since then al-l.Iallaj did so teach, and did use this very 
word, and since ai-Ghazziili: in this treatise betrays a very 
considerable admiration of ai-Hallaj, and a sort of tremulous 
half-assent to his wildest utterances, including the notoriou:o 
" A na-ll:faqq " itself, it would seem that a strong prima-facie 
case has been made out for identifying the lllu{li' of our 

·treatise, in spite of the cosmic nature of his functions, with 
some supreme Adept. But only a prima-facie case. To make 
out the thesis itself, the treatise itself must be interrogated ; 
for it by np means follows that Lecause a !Jallaj held an 
opinion a Ghazzali: adoptecl it. 

There are, certainly, some passages that do suggest that 
the &olution is along this line. 

( 1) The clescri ption of the ad ventures of a soul in highest 
state of Union (Mislt., P-124]) tends to bear out the identifie:~
tion, or the general idea underlying it. The person thc::r<~ 
described is a supreme Adept, anrl in partici.t!ar a!- I.Jalliij 
himself. Having reachecl Union with the One divine Real, 
he ascends in and with Him " to the throne of the Divine 
Unity and from thenceforth administers the rommancl 
throughout His (or 'his', for in this extraordinary passagt• 
the pronouns remain the same throughout) storied Heavens ,._ 
The words translatecl "administers the rommancl ., . yudabbiru ·I 

1 The sen~!' in which he did use the expression, and the proof that it 
did not in his thought mean self-deification, is given V<•ry dearly in l\lus.>ignon, 
op. cit., pp. !j l!l-52 I. 

: Up. l'it., p. 472. 
3 al·'A!il!i on rz[.fstakltrl; quoll'<l in a ll't!l'r hy :'11. :\fus~ignon to the 

\\'Titer. 
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amr, are remarkable, for they contain an Arabic word (amr) 
which, as we ~>hall see.presently, is to the last degree significant, 
being the very word use(l in the Mu(a' passage (p. [55]), where 
Ghazziili confesses it is an obscure mystery. The Mu[ii' 
(Commander) iR said to move the outermost Heaven by 
precisely this amr (command). The words yuclabbiru-l nmr 
could no doubt be translated in a less sigpificant way, owing 
to the troublesome double meaning of amr (" affair," "com
mand"), namely, "he disposes things." But in view of 
the fact that this amr was a notable f:;llfi term, and a mysterious 
problem alluded to by Ghazzii.li in this very treatise, it seems 
inevitable to take it as " co.mmand " here. And a " Com
manll " necessitates an " Obeyed ". 

(2) On p. [2~ ], where the reference throughout is purely 
general, an(l presumably applies to anyone who has the 
necessary qualifications and attains to this supreme mystical 
"state", Ghazziili says that when the mystic Ascent is 
complet~. " if there he indeed any change, it i:-~ hy way of 
'the Descent into the Lowest Heaven', the radiation from 
above downwards." This also suggests supn•me divine 
activity in the Univer~>e below, especially if the word i8lmlrf 
refers, as it probably does, to causati\·e acti\·ity. 

(:3) On pp. ]1~. 14] occurs another passage which strongly 
supports the general identification, though it IP:m~s its 
particular and personal reference still obscure. In this the 
adepts, who in their mystical Ascent (mi'riij) "attained to 
that supreme attainment", are said to be "the Pro]Jlu-ts ··• 
who "from thence looked down upon the entire \\rorld 
Im-i:-~iLie [precisely the worl•l of the Heavens]: for hl' wlto 
iK in the world of the Realm Supernal is with Afliih, and hath 

the lcPys of the Unseen. I mean that from ll"here 11(: is descend 
the causes of cJ:isting tlting8 ; for the world of sema~ is ow? rif 
the effects of yonder world of cause", etc. This looks almost 
like a reasoned, philosophic doctrine behind the m_,·stiral on•·, 
that to Attain to the world of Reality is ipso facto to attai 11 

·~o the fount of causation; which im·ohes tlw ability to direct 
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the Causes which control all the Effects m the Heavens 
below and the Earth beneath. The Vicegerent does no more 
than this. 

A close scrutiny of these passages leaves one, nevertheless, 
with the impression that the Adepts whose celestial adventures 
are there described arc too generalized, or perhaps one should 
say too pluralized, to be identifiable with this single, solit.ary 
figure of (tl-Mu(.tt' as he is presented in our passage. As far 
as these three passages go, this assumption of the reins of the 
Universe is only granted to Adepts in their mystic "States", 
to Prophets in their highly exceptional "Ascents". There 
is nothing to show that two or more such Attainers might not 
exist at one time, or that even one must always be existing ; 
in other words, there is no trace of the complete and fully 
developed Qn(b doctrine in this treatise. But these con
siderations make it impossible to identify any one of these 
Adepts, or all of them together, with the cosmic Mn(d', 

whose function, related as it is to the very mechanism of the 
Heavens, is ceaseless, and coextensive with Time itself. 
And these last four words suggest a further consideration 
which in itself seems fatal to the proposed identification ; 
namely, that ttl-Jlht{ii' was Vicegerentfrom the very foundation 
of the world; he is the one" who commanded the Heavens to 
be moved" (p. f55, I. l2J). No I.Ialliij, no Adept, no Qntb, 
no Prophet even, ever claimed, or had claimed for him, such 
priority as this, 1 or even priority at all. But if not, none of 
them-and, if so, no terrestrial being at all-can claim to 
fill the role of this Vicegerent. TJ.e three passages were 
proLahly intended only to assert and account for the 1.-rm/mrlt 

of the Saint~ in their wonder-working, which was parallel to 
that of the Koranic Jesus. 

The a-priori question of our author's attitude to the Qu.(/1 

doctrine-whether, consi:-;tently with his published writing~. 
he could have sustained such a doctrine in this work-is one 

1 The question of the priority claimed by a certain school for Molwmuwl. 
and of the 111ir JJ ubammadi, will be considered later. 
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which can only be indicated here. Professors R. Nicholson 
and D. B. Macdonald have both communicated to the writer, 
in reference to the passage under Jiscussion, their opinion 
that there is an a-priori impossibility. To al-Ghazziil:i the 
doctrine was tainted with Imiimism, his special bite noire 
(see his attack on the Ta'limites in his Nunqidlt) ; 1 that since 
an omnipotent Administrator must also be an infallible Guide 
(whom Ghazziili would not have at any price), there is no room 
for the former in Ghazziili's thought (thus Professor 
l\Jacdonald). If the Mnta: is not l\Iohammed, he is certainly 
no Saint (thus Professor Nicholson). 

Be this as it may, the above considerations, drawn from 
the study of the text itself, and from the passages which 
prima-facie seemed to point to the Qutb-.Jfu{ii' iclentification, 
Reern finally, wl1en more closely examined, to rule that 
identification out. 

VII. ANoTHER SoLUTION 

But there are other passages in our treatise wl1ich, when 
carefully studied, lead to the belief that in Ghazziil:i's own 
mind-though the identification is nowhere explicitly stated 
or even significantly hinted at-the .Mu((t' is none other than 
al-Rar~. THE SPIRIT OF ALLAH.2 

In S. 17, 87, Mohammed himself had left this enigmatic 
entity as a divinely uncommunicated, and therefore in
communicable, mystery. The passage runs as follows : 
" They ask thee of The Spirit : say, The Spirit pertains to 11t?J 

Lord's Word-of-Command, and yc have not been communicated 
knowledge [of It] save a little." The Arabic of the word~ 
italicized is min amri mbb'i; and we arc again faced, at the 
outset, with the troublesome double meaning of the word amr. 
The phrase min amr migl1t merely mean-perhaps did 

1 Sec N'icholson, The Idea of Personality in Siifism, p. 4G. 
" Ibid., pp. 44, 45. The irlcntification had occurn·d indcpPndPntly to 

I he pn•scnt writer before the appearance of Professor Nidwlson's \\:orl:. 
It had also 0eeurrcd indcpcmlcntly to ProfcHHOr D. B. l\laedonald. 
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only mean-" n. matter of" 1 (my Lord's), a vague phrase, 
common in Arabic, meaning " something that pertains to " 
so-and-so. BuL in a case like tl1is, we are not concerned with 
what l\Iohammed may originally have meant, but what 
mystic writers have taken him to mean. And enormously 
though this verse attracted, puzzled, and baffled com
mentators and mystics of all ages, the latter seem to have 
taken the word amr, with practical unanimity, in the far more 
significant sense of "Command". The Hebrew root means 
"speak", and this meaning is implicit in the Arabic root also, 
which signifies spoken command. And just a3 later Jewish 
writers made out of a clerivative of this root a Logos doctrine 
(Memra), so the Mohammedan mystics came near to making 
a Logos doctrine out of the worcl amr, taking their start from 
this very text. 

A mystery having been definitely started by this text, a haze 
of mystification was thrown over the entire subject of 
"spirit" : over angels as" spirits ",over the human" spirit", 
the prophetic "spirit" ; the inter-relation between these, 
and the relation of all to " the Spirit" ; finally Its relation to 
Allah. In our treatise there is a full measure vf this 
mystification. 

" The Spirit" is ur-Rii?t. With this may be absolutely 
iclentifiecl RWt AWilt " The Spirit of God " ; Ru?tultu " His 
Spirit" ; and af Ritlm-l Qudus 2 (or RiJ.lm-l Qudsi) " The 
Transcendent Spirit. "-all Koranic expressions.: 

What then arc the considerations which suggest that we 
have in this Figure of l\ly~;tery the key to the mystery of the 
Vicegerent? On this supposition there would be no wonder 
that C:hazziili left the figure of the latter a my::;tery, and 

t The word min is itsl'lf tantalizingly ambiguous. It might mean 
"(dl'rived) from" or •· (part) of" or "pertaining to". Under such 
1·ireumstanres one looks round for the vaguest possible phrase to render 
the prl'position. 

0 This i.o; the :\rauir: for thP rhristian "The Holy Hpirit. ". But in Arabic 
as in l'arly HPhn•ll' l hP wurd emph".size1l the idea of separation or 
transc·pndt•Jwe rather than of righteousne-ss or holinE'ss. 
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declined to divulge the secret of it (p. [55]). He could not 
divulge the whole secret, because by the decree of Allah 
and the Book, he could not know it himself-" save a little." 
And there is no wonder he declined to discuss it, considering 
the interminable complexities and baffiing obscurities of the 
recorded musings of f?iifi doctors on the theme. 

At the very outset we are struck by the fact that the word 
Mtl[ii' occurs in the Koran (S. 81, 23), and not only so, but 
it occurs as an attribute of the mysterious Agent of Revela
tion, the vision of whom Mohammed saw at the first (S. 53, 
5-16). The text 87, 23, is not definitely cited in Jlishkiit; and 
in later Islam the commentators, with their arid tameness, 
made a stereotyped identification of this Figure with the 
Angel Gabriel. But the Koran gives no warrant for this; and 
there is nothing in the Mishkrlt to show that Ghazziili: thus 
taught. On the contrary, Gabriel is assigned a low place 
in the angelic hierarchy.1 No one can read those two Koranic 
passages (inS. 87 and S. 53) without feeling that Mohammed's 
awful Visitant on those two occasions was the One of absolute 
supreme rank in the heavenlies : not a spirit but the Spirit. 
And It was mu(li'-" one who is obeyed." Is it not but a 
,-ery short step from this to al-J.Hutii', The Obeyed-One ? 

The identification, however attractive, would neverthe
less be precarious if there was not so much in the .1! isld.·iit 
itself that supports this identification. 

(I) On p. 115] the ultimate kindling-place of the graded 
Lights, of which the Prophets occupy the Jowf.'r and terrestrial 
ranks and the Angelic Beings the higher and celestial, is the 
theme of discussion. Both these ranks of beings are compared 
to " lights " and all of them arc contrasted with the Highest 
of all, who is compared to "fire··, from whose flame the:w 
graLlcrl lights are successively lit, from top to bottom. \rho 
aml what is this Highest of all, nPxt to Alliih ? He is said to 
be " ' an Angel with countenances seven tv thousand '. . .. 
This is lw who is contrasted with all the angt'lie host, in the 

' :\1., p. I JG .. 
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words: 'On that da,IJil'hcreon THE SPIRITariseth, and the Angels, 
rank on rank.' " It is thus explicitly clear that this Being is 
the highest of all possible beings in heaven or earth next to 
Allii.h; and so, if the Vicegerent of p. l55] is also the highest of 
all, it would seem inevitable to equate them. 

(2) In the very next page, p. [16 ], Ghazziili schematizes 
this conception, and, comparing Allah with the Sun (the 
source of light in the terrestrial system), he compares the 
highest of the ministrant lights to the Moon (all others being 
reflections, or reflections-of-reflections, of it). This " Highest 
is the one who is nearest to the Ultimate Light : ... that 
Nighest to AlHih, he whose rank comes nighest to the Presence 
Dominica!, which is the Fountain-heat! of all these Lights". 
This "Nighest" and "Highest" cannot be other than THE 

SPIRIT spoken of in the preceding page. And on p.l31 ]-unless 
Ghazziili: has suducnly changed all the symbols-the Sun is 
said to be the Sovereign, while " the antitype of the l\Ioon 
will be that Sovereign's Minister (U'akil}, for it is through the 
moon that the sun sheus his light on the world in its own 
absence, and even so it is through his own u~akil that the 
Sovereign makes bis influence felt by subjects who never beheld 
the royal person ". Does not this tmkil who stands " highest 
and nighest" to his Liege-Lord, and who makes himself 
obeyed by all that Lord's subjects, strongly suggest "the 
Obeyed One", al-.Mutrl', the Vicegerent of the conclusion, 
whose ful:lction is, precisely, this ? 

(3) But what perhaps clinches the matter is the tell-talc 
word amr in that passage about al-Mup1' himself on p. 155 ]. 
Those who stopped short of complete illumination, he says, 
identified ul-Jlu(ii' with Allah just because he moves the 
primurn mobile (and so all things) "with his Word of Com
mand " (amr). " The explication of which amr (he continues), 
and what it really is, contains much that is obscure, and too 
difficult for most minds, besides going beyond the scope of 
this book.'' And then he says that the perfect Illuminati 
perceived that al-Mu {ti', the Obeyed One, is not more than 
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the Highest-other-than-Absolute-Deity, and is related to 
Him as the sun to Essential Light (mysterious enough tlus !) 
or as a glowing c0al to the Elemental Fire : and therefore 
they turned their faces from that Being "who commanded 
(amara) the moving of the Heavens" to the One Existent, 
Transcendent, Incomparable, Predicateless. 

With this word amr thus impressed on us wjth su.ch 
penetrating significance we turn back to the Koran text : 
"The Spirit pertains to my Lord's Word of Command 
(amr) . , ." Unless the word min introduces a quite up
setting elemen~. the identification between this SPIRIT and the 
Commander who is Obeyed seems complete. 

But the history of the f)ufi teaching on the text shows that 
min need introduce no such upsetting element, and that the 
practical identification of Amr with Rv)1., of The Word of 
Command with The Spirit, was with the 1\fystics a familiar 
idea. It was the explicit teaching of al-J,Ialliij 1 ; and the 
typical "word of command" which this Divine Spirit gave 
was the fiat " [{ un ! " "Be ! ". 2 'Ve have seen the fascina
tion which this treatise shows al-I,IaWij had for al-Ghazzali. 
Does it not seem likely, nay almost certain, that in his 
meditation!> on this inscrutable text he followed al-I,Ialliij in 
this equation, with whatever mental reserve regarding the 
Spirit itself-whether divine or creaturely, eternal or originate? 
Not that it was only lmiimites or extreme Sufi Sunnites like 
al-I,Iallii.j who asserted the divinity of The Spirit. The ultra
orthodox I.Ianbalites " admitted in some manner the eternity 
of the Rii)1. Alliih ".3 Ibn I,Ianbal himself had given them the 
lead with a characteristic hedging aphorism (which reminds 
us of similar remarks on the •':'>!fat, the Kaliim A llii.h, and the 

1 1\lassignon, op. cit., pp. 5l!l-2l. 
2 !h~s mediation of the creative function would carry with it the 

JJ_~edtatton of the administrative. In this connexion use would unquea. 
twnably be made of S. 7, 53, "the sun, the moon, and the stars arc com. 
pelled-to-work by His amr "-His Word-of-Command> His Spirit-
exactly the function of al-J.futa' 

3 Massignon, op. cit.," p. 664 .. 
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Qur'an), "Whoever says that ul-Rii)t IS created (makhliiq) 
1s a. heretic : whoever says that It is eternal (qad'im) is an 
infidel." 1 His followers held fast on to "uncreate '', and 
it was hard to keep "eternal" from following. No wonder 
al-Ghazzali gave a unique and mysterious tinge to his 
similitude for " The Obeyed", and that It figures, virtually, 
as an Arian Logos. The mor~ one reflects on what is said 
about the function of this Being in 1\'I., p. [55J, and especially 
Its comparison with the Sun (Allah being E:::sential Light), 
or with glowing coal (Allah being Elemental Fire), the more 
unique It appears, and the more mysteriom; our author'::; 
thought about It bec:omcs. For such functions, and such a 
relation to Absolute Deity, arc in yery truth entirely unique, 
in kind as well as degree ; and, thus described, the Vicegerent 
becomes, in a secondary way, as unique a Figure as is Deity 
Itself. Ko wonder the passage raised doubt-> as to the sound
ness of our author's monotheism! Ko wonder he was not 
anxious to go more deeply into the matter, out of considera
tion for the limited spiritual capacities of his readers! Perhaps, 
to preserve his own faith in the Unity, Indivisibility, and 
absolute Uniqueness of Allah, he was glad to leave the dark 
problem of the Vicegerent where Allah Himself had left that 
of the Spirit-an uncommunicated and incommunicable 
mystery, which now he only knew in part. and only saw as 
in a glass, darkly. 

It remains to consider whether there is any evidence 
that Ghazziili extended the equation llfu(.a' = Amr = Ru)1. to 
include the Nii.r J[ u~tamnutdi (as suggested tentative!y by 
Professor R. Nicholson in his lectures on " The Idea of 
Personality in Sufism" 2), the archetypal spirit of l\Iohammed, 
the Heavenly Man created in the image of God, and regarded 
as a Cosmic Power on whom depends the order and preserva
tion of the universe. If this could be suBtained it would 

1 lb., 6lil. 
2 pp. 46, 4 7, und Lecture III. 
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to some extent modify the conclusion reached before that 
al-Muta' had nothing to do with any human being, idealized 
or not, whether a Prophet or even Mohammed; though even 
so, there would be a vast difference between this archetypal 
Spirit and the historical Prophet. 

While the germs of this idea, as of every other one, may be 
found much earlier than Ghazziili's century (the fifth), the 
study of the sketch which l\:1. l\Iassignon gives of the history 
of the doctrine Ulallaj, pp. 830 seqq.) does not create the 
impre~:sion that it was developed or received in orthodox 
circles 1 up to Ghazzali's time. Professor Nicholson does not 
find it in an orthodox $ufi writer earlier than 'Abdu-l Qadir 
al-Jiliini (b. 471, d. 561), in the generation immediately 
succeeding that of Ghazziili.2 After which the doctrine 
developed and spread amazingly, reaching its height with 
Ibn al-'Arabi al-Jili several centuries later.3 

Thus the a-priori evidence is this time decidedly against 
Ghazziili's having anything to do with this doctrine. Unless, 
therefore, very clear actual evidence were found in his writings, 
it "\vould be surely justifiable to assert definitely that it is 
not Ghazziilian. It appears not to be found in his works 
other than al-M ishkat. If this is so, it may be further asserted 
with confidence that it is not found in al-Nishkut either. On 
the contrary, there is much there that shows a relatively 
simple, primeval conception of Mohammed on the part of 
G hazziiii. For him the archetypal man is Adam, as in the 
Koran, not Mohammed. 4 An examination of the passages in 
which the idea of the " Khalifa " appears shows that here also 
his thought was not esoteric, and that .\Ic.hammed was not 
in his mind : he is thinking of the whole human race, or of 
Adam himself, the fir.>t and representative I. uman being, the 

1 It was at first prevalently Imamite and Shi'ite (Nicholson, Idea of 
Personality in ·~iijism, p. 5S). 

2 He described Muhammad as al-rii/:1, al-qudus and riiQ, jasad al·wujiid 
"tlw Transcendent Spirit, the Spirit of the body of the Universe", 

3 Nichol~on. op. cit., p. 59. 
~ ~r.. p. [3-tJ. ~ )T., p. [22]. 
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only "Khallfa" particularized by the Koran. And the one 
passage in the Misltkat which at first sight does look as if 
it contained a " high doctrine of the person " of Mohammed, 
turns out on closer inspection to prove the exact reveree, 
viz. that essentially he belonged to this world and to the 
time-order-to the prophets, above whom are ranked the 
celestial " Lights '' culminating, as we have seen, in the 
Supreme Angelical, The Spirit. This passage is on pp.Ll4, 15]. 
Here we have the Transcendent Spir.it Prophetical (al-Rfi[t 

al-qudus al-nabawi) attributed to Mohammed as prophet, 
by reason of which he is called a Luminous Lamp (siriij 
11umir). If this stood by itself we might be suspicious of 
something esoteric. But immediately after this the other 
prophets, and even saints, are said to be "Lamps", and to 
possess, as Its name implies, this Spirit Prophetical. The 
sequel shows that this Spirit is the Fire from which all the 
Angelical lights above and the P:ophetical lights beneath are 
lit, and that this Spirit is the Supreme Angelical," The Spirit," 
as in the passage already discussed.1 

To sum up the conclusion to which I have been led by a 
con~ideration of the evidence of the Mishkiit itself, together 
with the a-priori evidence which supplements it and is checked 
by it,-the heavenly Vicegerent is the Spirit of Allah, the 
Transcendent Spirit of Prophecy, the divine Word-of-Com
mand ; he is not a Qutb or any Adept ; he is not l\Iohammecl 
nor the archetypal spirit of l\Iohammed. 

\\"hether this mystery of the Vicegerent was connected in 
our author's mind with that of the divine-human, archetypal 
Sura, as developed by al-l:lallaj and other advanced 1\fystict:i, 
will be discussed later. 

1 See abovE', pp. 20, 21. The only thing that. puzzles is that Ghnzziili 
sometimes distributes and pluralizes this Spirit, sec p. Ll5, I. 4], and p. [22, 
]. 8]. In each case the regulative singular, however, is close by. This 
r'eminds one of Rev. iv, 5 nnd v, G, compared with Rov. ii, 7. 
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VIII. AL-GHAZZILi AND THE SEVEN SPHERES 

The Seven Planetary Heavens played a great part in 
Platonic, 1 Neoplaton.ic, and Gnostic-theosophical scheme;;. 
The naive adoption by Mohammed (in the Koran) of the 
Ptolemaic celestial construction was one of the things which 
added picturesqueness to early Mohammedan tradition and 
theology ; caused endless trouble to generations of later 
theologians ; made it easier for Neoplatonic ideas to graft 
themselves on to Islam; gave to the raptures of the l\Iystics 
sensuous form and greater definition ; and afforded to the 
Philosophers a line of defence, and even of actack, in their 
war with the Theologians.2 And the allusions of the Koran 
were heavily reinforced by the legend of the J!i'riij, the exact 
origin of which is obscure, but which appears in a highly 
cl~vfloped form almost from the -~rs~. The influence of the 
pictures and symbols of the M ~ rdJ arc indeed evident in 
page after page of the Ill ishkiit. 

Al-Ghazzali's sympathies in regard to this subject were 
divided. He disliked the Philosophers, and this made him 
displeased with their confident assertions about the Heavens, 
while he detested the " philosophical " profit to which they 
put them. On the other hancl, he was a f::iif1, and thus in 
closest touch with persons who made very similar assertions 
about the Heavens, ami also put them to profit in their own 
way. Finally, he was an 'Asharite Theologian, belonging to 
a school which had recently, after much trouble; eliminated 
from theology the dangerous ideas to which ::\Iohammerl 's 
nai,-e attitude to the Heavens had given rise. 
· This uncertainty of touch comes out, as might be expected, 

in a treatise like ((/- .lfis/d·ti f with its blend of scholasticism 
and :\coplittonically-tincturccl mysticism. The Heavens figure 
continually in its pages. They seem to play a most important 
part both in thought and in experience-towards the close 

I ~ec tl,le l"isiun of Er in the Republic, uk. X. 

~ ~ee :ht·rroes' llitcib al Kashf an manah1j al adillci, quoted above un 
!'• li. not•· :!. 
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of the book a determining part. Yet it is impossible to make 
out exactly what that part was, in the mind of Al-Ghazzii.li 
himself. 

On p. [2~ J we have a correlation of the human micro
cosm and the macrocosm of the celestial realm, Ptolemaically 
construed, in describing the Ascension of a God-united soul. 
The adept's body-and-soul structure is conceived of as sub
sisting in three planes or Spheres, which are correlated with 
the thr<.3e lower spheres of the Seven Planetary Heavens. 
From the highest of these (the Intelligence) the soul takes 
its departure and ascends through the four upper ~eavens 
(ila saba'i {-abaqat) to the Throne [beyond the outermost 
Heaven]. Thus he "fills all things" by his upward Ascent 
just as Allah did by His downward Descent (nuzul). 
In all tllis the pronoun " he " stands for the soul who is now 
Allah-possessed and um.ted, as described in what immediately 
precedes. It is the upward ascent of Allah (corresponding 
to His nu::ul ila-l samu'i-l dunyii), and not of the Adept 
only. 

On the other hand, in p. [29 J, this Ascent is described in 
purely psychological terms, without this schema of the 
Heavens. And on p. [13J we have the following: "Do not 
imagine that I mean by the World Supernal ~he World of 
the [Seven] Heavens, though they are 'above ' in respect 
of part of our world of sense-perception. Tlwse Heavens are 
equally present to our apprehension and that of the lower 
animals. But a man finds the doors of the Realm Celestial 
closed to him, neither does he become of or belonging to that 
Realm (malak iit"i), unless this earth to him ' be changed into 
that which is not earth; and likewi:;e the heavens ; ' 1 ... and 
hi~ ' heaven ' come to be all that transcends his sense. This 
is the first Ascension for every Pilgrim who has set out on his 
Progress to the nearness of the Presence Domini cal." And 
he continues: "The Angels ... are part of the World of 

1 ::; , 14, 48. 
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the Realm Celestial, floating ever in the Presence of the 
Transcendence, whence- they gaze down upon our .world 
inferior." 

The last lines hardly give us the same ultra-spiritualizing 
impression which is conveyed by their predecessors. And, 
as we have already seen (Introduction, pp. 7-9), the part played 
by the Spheres with their Angels in the last section of the 
book is decisive, and there does not seem to he there any 
spiritualizing whatever. 

How far, therefore, these passages are mere word-play, 
pious picturesqueness, or how far they represent speculation 
of a rather far-reaching chara"Cter, is one of the puzzles of 
the book. In the Tahafut, in demolishing the arrogant 
claim of the Philosophers to prove their doctrine of the Spheres 
by syllogistic demonstration (burhiin), he said : " The secrets 
of The Kingdom are not to be scanned by means of such 
fantastic imaginations as these ; Allah gives none but His 
Prophets and Saints (anbiyii' and awliyii') to scan them, 
and that by inspiration, not by demonstration." 1 So then 
there u·ere mysteries and secrets in regard to the Spheres. 
In the Mishkat we are able to see pretty clearly that Ghazzali 
harl his ; but we are not able to see just what they were. He 
has kept this secret well. 

IX. ANTHRoPmiORPHISl\1 AND TuEoMORPHIS;\I I!li 

AL-:\lr~HKAT 

The doctrine of m uklullr~fa-that the divine essence and 
characteristics wholly and entirely "differ from'' 'the human 
-appears to be asserted, as this treatise's last word, in its 
most extreme and intransigent form. For the conclusion 
of the whole matter, the end of the quest for truth for those 
who "Arrive", is "an Existent who transcends ALL that 
is comprehensible by human Sight or human Insight . . . 

1 Tah., p. 60. Quoted in the writer's article in Der lsliim, see pp. 134-6, 
151, 152, where parts of the subject are gone into in greater detail. 
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transcendent of and separate from every characterization that 
in the foregoing we have made." 1 

Nevertheless, the !11ishkiit itself seems to be one long 
attempt to modify or even negate this its own bankrupt 
conclusion. Indeed, it goes unusual lengths in asserting a 
certain ineffable likeness between Allah and man. It is true 
that the usual anthropomorphic expressions-the Hand, the 
Session on the Throne, the Descent to the Lowest Sphere, etc., 
those perennial sources for Mohammedan theologizing-are 
used and are discounted in the usual way. But they are, in 
reality, only discounted by being replaced by a ~iifi system 
of theomorphism. This has three main aspects-

(!) a quasi-Platonic doctrine of terrestrial type and celestial 
antitype; 

(2) the relation of the divine and human ru~ (spirit) ; 
(3) the relation of the divine and human .~iira ("image," 

" form," iJ.oprfn1). 

(1) The whole of the first two parts of the treatise are 
practically an exposition of an. Islamico-Platonic typology. 
It is not explicitly said that earthly things are more or less 
faint copies of " the patterns of things in the heavens ", 
though this is probably implicit in what is !'!aid, namely, that 
the heavenly realities (haqii'iq), iowt. (ma'iini), all have their 
symbols on earth. These symbols or types, as their Arabic 
term itself suggests (amthiil), do possess a "resemblance" 
to their celestial antitypes, for, as ai-Ghazzali remarks, " the 

1 In Ghazziili the most extreme Agnosticism and the most extreme 
Gnosticism meet, and meet at this point; for, as he say~ (p. [2ii ]), "things that 
go beyond one extreme pass over to the extreme opposite." For him "Creed 
because Incredible" becomes "Gnusis because Agnuston ". What saved 
the Universe for him from his nihilistic theologizing was his ontology (see 
below, pp. 35 seqq.). What saved God for him from his obliterating 
agnosticism was the experience of the mystic leap, his own pt>rsonal mi;rrij. 
This may have been non-rational, but it was to him experience. Even 
those who regard the sensational experiences of f?ittism as having been 
pure self-hypnotism cannot condemn them, and the sense of reality they 
brought, in relation to the man who had thought his way out of both atheism 
and pantheism, and yet would have been left at the end of the quest, by 
his thinking alone, with an Unknown and Unknowable Absolute. 
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thing compared (al-mushabbah, the antitype) is in some sort 
parallel, and bears resemblance, to the thing compared 
therewith (al-mushabbah bihi, the type or symbol), whether 
that resemblance be remote or near; a matter again which 
is unfathomably deep." 1 Ghazzali can hardly be allowed to 

· elude the application of this true principle to Allah Himself, 
considering that this very Koran-verse which it is the object of 
the entire treatise to expound begins with a simile. " Light " 
is the chosen, or rather the God-given symbol, wherewith Allah 
is " compared ", and which therefore He must " in some sort 
resembl~ ". This analogy of light floods the whole book. 
Now Allah is the Sun: now the Light of lights: and at the 
end, in the same breath in which Abu l.lamid, with the 
incorrigible inconsistency which so angered Averroes, denied 
the validity of all similitude, description, relation, or even 
predication in regard to Allah, we are told that He stands in 
relation to His Vicegerent (or "wakeel" in a parallel passage) 
as the pure Light-essence to the sun, or as the Elemental 
Fire to a glowing coal. Theomorphism has " in some sort " 

been admitted. 
(2) In the I?tyii' al 'Ulum Ghazzali speaks of the human 

ru)1. as amr rabbiini "a divine affair" (amr must surely hear 
here its other meaning) ; and he is there very anxious, not to 
say agitated, over the esoteric character of the doctrine ; it 
must be kept a dead secret from the l\Iany ! it must not 
be set forth in a book ! 2 " The specific characteristic which 
differentiates humanity [from the lower creation] is something 
which it is not lawful to indite in a book." 3 The thing that 
agitates him is the relation of this human nVt to the Spirit of 
God, ru?t Alliilt, and Its relation to Allah. The· matter is 
esoteric-it is to be " grudged " to the " commons "
because it is dangerous ground. It is dangerous ground because 

I l\f., p. [14]. 
1 H£'e 11/i=iin, p. 214, quotecl nhove. 
3 lbyii, iv, 294, quoted in n Jetter to the writer from Professor R. 

Nicholson. 
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one has to walk warily in order to avoid a violation of the 
uniqueness of Allah, which would involve confusing Creator 
with created, and so passing gradually to 1'shriik, which is 
the worst " infidelity ". 

This particular anxiety is not reflected in the present 
treatise; it is strange that the mystery of rii./.r does not figure 
in the list (see above, p. 3) over which the author's fat>ete 
linguis ! is inscribed. 1 He is mainly occupied with working 
out what the New Testament calls the "operations", rather 
than the nature; of the spirit. In so doing the singular 
"spirit" becomes plural "spirits", aruii?t, which, as already 
observed, happens also in the Book of the Revelation. 
Ghazziili works out the theory of the several " spirits " of 
the human psychology ; then the graded " spirits " of the 
heavenly hosts; and then the Keoplatonic or theosophic 
idea of the gradation of all these (in maqiimtit), and the way 
in which they are " lit" (muqtabasa) from each other in 
order: we must not say "derived", for that would involve 
him in the emanationism he was ever anathematizing, yet for 
ever incurring the suspicion o£.2 In all this his tone is open, 
easy, confident. The special mystery of The Spirit had been 
already discounted in the Koran, so that was harmless. As 
for the identification of Ru,?t-Mu!ii', if our theory is correct, 
that was a grand secret. But that secret he never intended 
even to hint at, and it would really seem as if we had 
surprised and betrayed a sirr makniin ! 

{3) It was the ?faa tradition,3 "ALLAH CREATED ADAM 
AHER Hrs Ii\!AGE," that above all else led Moslem thinkers 
into temptation-the temptation of trenching on the unique
ness of Allah. It,; very riskiness seems, however, to have 
fascinated them supremely from the very outset. Kot one 
of them could let it alone. In this very treatise Ghazzali 
returns to it again and again. Perhaps it would accord with 

1 The human 'a 'II do('H fignrp on that list, pp. I u, 7 J. 
" See the writl'r's up. cit. in Der I slam, pp. 138-141. 
3 Vt•n. i, 2i, though Islam ignorPH the parcn!.'lge. 
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inner truth to say rather that both he and others returned 
to that tradition not so much as moths fascinated by a 
dangerous glare, but as those who are feeling cold return for 
warmth and cheer to even an alien fire. The aphorism, 
sacred as a Koran text, was the assertion and pledge that 
man somehow is, or may become, ·«like God." The word 
-':'lira became the symbol and the guarantee. of theomorphism. 

In the first allusion in the Mishkiit to this tradition (p. f9]), 
the point of the similarity is the human intelligence ('aql). 
In virtue of his intelligence, Ghazzii.li hints, man is " after 
the image of Allah". The 'aql is" Allah's balance-scale upon 
earth ".1 In its own sphere it is infallible.2 From the 'aql, 
as from a firm " taking-off " place, souls make their mystic 
Ascension to the heavenlies.3 It is because it is thus the 
specifically human faculty that it is a determinative element 
in the human .,ura. 4 

The second allusion (M., p. [24 ]) carries us very much 
further-even to that verge from which 1.\Ioslem mystics so 
often looked dizzily down, but from which they so seldom 
fell, into the pantheistic ·abyss. Behold a human soul in 
completest Union (jam') with Deity, sitting on The Throne, 
and administering all things in heaven and earth! "Well 
might one," says our author, "in looking upon such an one," 
get a new view of this tradition. Is not such a uniate, indeed, 

" aftr~r tlw image of AIJ:ih " ? But, he continues, " after 

contemplating that word more deeply one becomes aware 

that it has an interpretation like [al-I,Iallii.j'~] '_I am the 

0 R I' " '1 U f tun"tely he has omitted to mdiCate what ne ea . · n or .... · . . 
. I h t . t t·'ti'on is We have a tanta.hzmg preCise y t a m erpre .... · · 

author to deal with. 
. 1 

What was that interpretatiOn . 

, 1.. 1, l',-'1 4 IL. 1,. [-lOJ. 
• M. •. [:!OJ. 2 IL., 11. JIOJ. u., · - · ·, .. 

' I "? N t •. ,.Jesus' "I cwtllle '1 rullt 
0 How translate this" Anrt-l Ilctqq . o uJ · ' 

· · · 1. • ·lb ltle" would be a parallel temptmg though tlus JM. " am t11e • -~o t • , , 
· · · 1 · 1 l'rofessor NJCho.soll s "I am n·ndermg m modern plulm10p uc par ance. · · . . . 

rlrxl" is startling. but illuminating becaus~ perfectly. JUStthnble; for 
ul-Ha7q and Alliilt are mutually nnd exrlusively eonnrtJblt>. 
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Probably we do not find it in the third passage (pp. [34, 35]), 
though it is deeply influenced by I.Ialliijian thought. There 
is in the celestial world something which " developpe, 
modalise, et concerte entre elles les creations divines ... une 
certaiue structure interne particuliere a l'acte createur ".1 

This living order, this organized " Presence " (l.w~lra), is 
symbolized by the word Image, or Form. And this macro
cosmic bacJra has its earthly counterpart in an analogous 
human form, or ~iira, which has the same "structure interne 
particuliere" (it is alluded to on p. [22, I. l ), and p. [34, I. 3], 
and described in detail on pp. [39-41 ]). Therefore, man, formed 
in this Form, is " after the Form, the Image, of this l\Ierciful 
One (al Ra?nniin) ". Ghazziili's explanation of his preference 
for this variation of the te.h.-t of the tradition, to which, 
however, he by no means always adheres, is difficult to follow. 
But the general idea clearly is that " but for this ' mercy ' 
[i.e. of these two correlative and coincident Forms] every son 
of Adam would have been powerless to know his Lord, for 
'only he who knows himself knows his Lord'". The wheel 
has, indeed, brought us round a strange circle ! Through 
the eternal grace of theomorphism we win back to a higher 
anthropomorphism, so that the proper study of God is
man ! And tlus from the writer whose last word is that Allah 
must not have so much as an attribute predicated of Him, 
or the divine uniqueness will be violated ! Truly, thus the 
,vhirligig of thought brings in his revenges. 

We have already seen many indications that before he 
wrote this treatise Ghazziili must have been deep in the 
study of al- I.Ialliij ; and the passage we have just been con
sidering may be added to these indications. Yet there is no 
overt trace in it, or elsewhere in the lllishkiit, of al-I_Ialliij's 
profoundest thought on tlus matter of the Divine-Adanilc 

1 l\lassignon, op. cit., p. 519, describing I.Ialliij's doctrine of the divine 
riib, and exactly hitting off Ghazziili's difficult thought on p. (3!, II. 2, 3] 
(cf. p. [22, I. 2]). But from this point of view rii./.! and ,~ii.ra merge into each 
other, as a careful comparison of the two .llishkU.t passages just cited 
shows. 

3 
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f.Lop¢r} ; no trace of that strange Figure-that Epiphany of 
humanized Deity, or Apotheosis of ideal~Humanity-whichwas 
presented by Allah to the angels for worship or ever the first 
man was created, and in which He Himself, on behalf of the 
human race, swore unto Himself the Covenant (m"ithiiq) of 
allegiance. For this conception, which has the closest 
interrelations with all the moments of the above discussion
ru~, amr, A.o'Yo<>, §Ura, nur-1l1u?uunmadi-the reader must 
be referred to the grand work which has brought to light so 
many hidden things, 1\1. Louis Massignon's La Passion d' 
Al Hosayn-ibn-Mansour al-Hallaj.1 Ghazziili's silence on this 
so remarkable development of the .sura tradition would suggest 
that it was precisely here that he felt it dangerous to follow 
al-J.Iallaj. "\Vhat was possible for t~w seer might send the 
theologian over the line where Islam ends and p~ntheism 
begins. On the other hand, is it possible that here we have 
the explanation of our n.uthor's emLarrassed words on 
p. [65] "on account of a ~I:vstery which it is not in the 
competence of this book to reveal" ? His inmost thought 
may have heen, "Perhaps al-Halliij has penetrated here to 
something of what the Koran it3elf [in the Spirit-Verse] left 
oL~;cure. I neither assert, nor deny. AlltiJm a'lwn ! " 

Thus we come to the ultimate question-the ultimate 
question with every ~iifi writer and book-does he and it 
escape pantheism ? ·what light comes from this " Niche for 
Lights " upon this obscure question ? 

X. PANTIIEISlll AND AL-GHAZZ,\Li, IX AL-Jif ISRK..IT 

The root question in regard to al-Ghazziili, and every other 
advanced mystic and adept in Isliim, is the question of 
Pantheism : did he succeed in balancing himself upon the 

1 pp. 485, 599-602. In a note l\Iassignon hazards the tentative ~uggestion 
that this epiphanized God (called by al-I.Ialliij al-.\"cis1it in contra
distinction from the unknowable al-~1i/uil) is analogical to, or suggestive 
of. Ghazziili's Vicegerent (p. 601, n. 5). The suggestion is thrilling. as we 
sec. It must be repeated that there is no ow,t trace of the doctrine in 1\I. 
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edge of the pantheistic abyss, and finding some foothold for 
his creationist theism, some position that cleared his conscience 
towards his orthodox co-religionists ? Or did he fail in this ? 
The lJit"shkiit contains a good deal that is relevant to this 
final issue. 

It contains much, in the first place, which on the face of 
it reads like naked pantheism ; and in particular the whole 
passage on pp. [19, 20] and [22-4], where not only is the most 
eh.'ireme language of the extreme wing of Sufism (Ana-llfaqq 1 

and the rest) quoted with guarded approval, but there is open 
eulogyoftheformulaliihuwailltl:Huwa "there is no it but HE", 
which is declared to Le more expressive of real, absolute truth 
than the Mohammedan creed itself lii iliiha tll-Alliih "there 
is no god but God ". This would seem to be as unreserved 
an assertion of flat pantheism as could be found in philosophic 
Hinduism itself. Equally worthy of philosophic Hinduism is 
Ghazzii.li's "He is everything: He is that He is: none but He 
bas ipseity or heity at all ... " (p. [22]). And then again the 
experience of the advanced Initiates and Adepts is described 
in terms of thorough pantheism : to them " the plurality of 
things fell away in its entirety. They were drowned in the 
absolute Unitude, and their intelligences were lost in its 
abyss" (p. [19]) ; and when they return to earthly illusions 
again from that world of reality they " confess with one voice 
that they had seen nought existent there save the One Real 
(Allah) ". Existent ! Do words mean what they say ? 

No, not precisely ! with a Ghazziili, and with l\:lohammedan 
mystics, clinging desperately to orthodoxy! The matter, in 
fact, turns precisely on this word " existent ". What is 

existence 1 What is non-existence 1 It was Ghazziili's 
ontological philosophy that seems to have yielded him a 
fulcrum on which he could precariously balance the pantheistic 
and the deistic moments of his religious thought. 

This philosophy is poetically stated in our treati:.;e, but 

1 Which, it must be remembered, might not unfairly be translated 
"I am Gon "; see footnote above. 
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in spite of the poetic, imaginative diction it can be recognized 
as identical with his usual doctrine.1 It will be fmmd on 
pp. ll7-19, 21, 22]. We have there a picturesque representa
tion of a doctrine well l:nown to the schoolmen of Isliim, 
that Not-Being is a sort of clark limbo in which the Contingent 

·awaits the creative word J(un "Be! "-compared in this 
" Light "-treatise to a ray of light from the One Self-existing 
Being. Neither the Greeks nor the schoolmen could ever 
quite get over the feeling that, in predicating anything of 
Not-being or a Nonentity, in using the word "is" in a sentence 
with Not-being or a Nonentity as its subject, you have in 
some way ascribed, not existence, but a sort of quasi-being, 
to that subject. Hegel's solution was so to evacuate the 
category of mere, bare " Being" of all content, and to demon
strate its consequent total impoverishment and inanity, that 
it could be seen to be the equivalent of Not-being. Tlus was 
impossible for the schoolmen, .1bove all for Oriental school
men, even of the most contradictory schools, who regarded 
the category of " pure " being (they would never have said 
" mere ") as the sublimest and mo::;t radiant of all the 
categories, and the very object of the whole quest of life. 
But the obverse of the Hegelian paradox may nevertheless 
be seen in their ascription to contingent not-yet-being a sort 
of quasi-existence. The effect of the creative word was simply 
to turn this potential into actual heinrr. Thus the universe 

0 I 

always contingent, indeed, but formerly poteiltial-contingent., 
now became actual-contingent. 

All this is schematized in ul-M ishl.:iit. The limbo becomes 
Darkness (p. 17) ; the potential-contingent, Dark Things ~ ; 

1 Sec, for example, MunJidh and the Lesser J[arfnfw (if that is Ghazzuli's). 
2 It is just here that, as it seems to the writer, the Philosophers with 

their Aristotelian doctrine of the eternity of vh'l-thc formlc~s substrate 
of things-might well have forced a place for their thought, in spite of the 
Ghazzulian wrath again't them and it. For when the dark "self-aspect " 
of t!lcsc contingencies of the Theologir.ns ~~ considered, prior to their 
"existence" (p. I :j91), is there much to choose between the eternal 
potentiality as~crted of them by Ghazziili, and the eternity r.sserted for 
hyle by the Philosophers ? Ghazzuli himself quotes a saying of l\Iohammed 
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the divine creator, the Snn; the creative act, a Ray from 
His real being, whereby a dark N"onentity flashes into being 
and becomes an Entity, but an Entity that depends 
continuously on the permanent illumination of that ray, 
for in the Mohammedan creational scheme, at any rate, 
Creator is equally capable of being Annihilator. 

At this point Ghazziili's tortured thought is greatly helped 
out by the ambiguous word wajh, which has two senses, or 
rather three, Face, Side, Aspect (logical). Tllis gave him 
a formula : it was not the first time, nor the last, that the 
ambiguity of the chief word in a theological formula has been 
welcome to all concerned. He could take the Koran te:\."ts 
"the Wajh of everything faces (muwajjah) to Him and is turned 
in His direction", and " Whithersoever they turn them.sel'ves, 
there is the W ajh of A lliih " ; and the ~wdith qudsi, " Everything 
is a perishing thing except His Wajh " ; and could then play 
on the word. In ancient and mediaeval times the merest 
plays on words were not considered figures of speech but 
profundities of thought. Quibbles masqueraded as dis
covenes. And so this word (a) enabled Ghazziil'i to keep his 
hold on creationism on the one hand, for these were " things " 
sure enough, all turned towards the central Snn and dependent 
for their existence on its creative light; and there was also 
the sow1d logical position, that under this aspect (wajh) of 
relatedness these things have actual being (p. [18]). So the 
actuality of the universe is saved, and the abyss of pantheism 
is avoided. A11d (b), on the other hand, he could say to the 

I 

(p. [ 13]), on to which these Philosophers would eagerly have seized as 
proving their point: "Allah created the creation in darkness, then sent an 
effusion of His light upon it." For a man who W!ls using this divine light
emanation to typify the act of creation, of calling out of not· being to being, 
it was dangerm·s surely tc give, apparently, so powerful an indication as 
this of a nrevious cr<-(llion in "darkness" ( = not- being in Ghazzali's chosen 
symbolog~·). It might very well have been claimed by the Philosophers 
that this crC'aiion-in-darkncss is prccis~ly their formle~s, chaotic hylt, 
et.·rnal as darkness is eternal before the light shines. The l'hilosc.phers 
di·l pretend to pro\·c their thesis from the Koran; see Awrroes' Ncoziiluj, 
e<l. ::\Iiillcr, p. 13 (=Cairo cu. F11/sa;·(tl Jim Rushd, p. 12), where the 
follon·ing texts nrc c-itltl in support, S. II, 9; 14,49; 41, 10. 
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pantheistic Sufi (and to himself in that mood), that equally 
under this "aspect" of relatedness things, if and when con
sidered an sick, had no existence, were not existent at all. 
The only Existent was the Wajh Allah (p. (22]), that is, 
Allah Himself, for, as he carefully informs us (p. [19]), Allah 
cannot possibly be said to be" greater" (akbar) than His own 
wajh ; and must, therefore, be identical therewith. And thus 
the out-and-out pantheist might well feel his case complete; 
the last vestige of dualism disappears; Allah is All, and 
All is Allah, lii mawjilda ill-Allah (M., p. [18 J) ! As Ghazziili 
himself put it, Allah is the Sun and besides the sun there is 
only the sun's light. Quid plura 1 

Nevertheless, it may be believed that Ghazzali himself 
contrived to use this ontology so as to keep, not lose, his hold 
on the reality I and actuality of things, and that early training, 
central theological orthodoxy, and strong common-sense 
proved by its help too strong for the pull towards pantheism, 
with which his late Sufism with its Neoplatonic atmosphere 
and sensational ecstasies undoubtedly did pull him-as 
Sufism pulled every Mohammedan mystical devotee. Is it 
not notable that even in the lyrical passages in this treatise 
in which he describes (with a rather scared unction) th~ 
Mystics' intoxication and the verbal blasphemies which that 
state so happily permitted, and which 'vere permitted to 
that state, Ghazziili keeps his head, and preserves the same 
cautious balance as he does in the ontological sections (see 
pp. [19, 20]) 1 When these inebriates, he says, became sober 
again, " and they came under the sway of the intelligence 
... they knew that that had not been actual Identity, but 
only something resembling Identity " (not homoousion but 
homoiousion !). If we correctly translate itti~tacl 2 thus, the 
remark is of crucial importance ; for the ultimate test of 

1 i.e. in the modern or western sense of the word,=" objectivity''. To the 
mediaeval eastern thinker the Arabic word meant rather "ideality''. It is 
a case of the difference between phenomenal and transcendental reality. 

2 Professor l\lncdonnld prefers " identification ", to bring out the verb
aspect of the nuz,~Jar more clearly. 
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a complete Pantheism is whether things are identical with 
God, or only united with Him. All classes of mystics without 
exception assert at least the latter-it is the " Union " of 
the Christian, as of the 1\Iuslim, Catholic ; but only those who 
have actually surrendered their balance and toppled over into 
the pantheistic abyss assert the former. And Ghazzali did 
not do so. He goes on to quote yet another " drunken " cry 
of a soul in Union, " I am He whom I love, and He whom I love 
is I," and shows how even here a distinction is preserved. 
And then that other, who likened the Union to a transparent 
Glass filled with red Wine-

" The glass is thin, the wine is clear. 
The twain are alike, the matter is perplexed : 
For 'tis as though them were wine and no wine-glass there, 
Or as though thet·e were wine-glass and nought of wine." 

And thus comment3 : " Here there is a difference between 
saying ' The wine is the wine-glass ' and ' 'tis as tltouglt it 
were the wine-glass '." The former, he tells us, is Identity 
(itti[ziid), the latter Unification (tau·!zid), not in the com
monalty's meaning .of taw!t?.d, he honestly says (p. [20]), for 
them this is one of " the mysteries which we are not at liberty 
to discuss "-but at the same time not inconsistent with that 
meaning. "What he had in mind was, perhaps, something 
like this: " I reject the herd's interpretation of taw~~id, the 
mere declaration-of-the-oneness of Allah, as a ~are truism, 
miserable in its inadequacy. I likewise reject the other 
extreme, the pantheist's interpretation of the word a3 an 
absolute denial of the actuality of things, or an as~ertion that 
things are Alliih. Against them both I assert that Allii.h 
and the l'niverse constitute a UNITY, but one wherein the 
Cniverse is wholly relative to and dependent on A\Uih, for 
existence or non-existence ; pre3ervation or annihilation. 
All existing things are and must be ' united' to Allah. But 
even this must not be declared openly, for, then, what al:out 
Iblis, Hell, and the Damned? I must not :"eem to teach 
'univen:alism' any more than pantheism. Allttlm cl'lam!" 
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It therefore seems to the writer that Ghazzii.li's position, 
which he tortured rather than explained when he tried 
to describe and illustrate it, really, amounted to nothing 
more than the inevitable distinction between absolute and 
relative being; between things when viewed relationally, 
in their relation to their Author, and things viewed apart 
from that relation. Neither Author nor Things were to be 
denied actuality, or reality, as we understand the latter term. 
As between Allah ar..d human intelligences he even goes 
great lengths (in this very treatise of all others) in asserting 
parallelism and comparability, similarity therefore 1 ; but 

between Allah and all else ONE fundamental all-sufficient 
difference had to be asserted ; namely, ALL,\H is self-subsistent, 
qayyum ; things are not so. This distinction was the minimum 
one ; yet also the maximum, for it preserved at once Creator 
and created, and gave actuality to each. There is, in truth, 
a good deai of wilful paradox in the M ishkiit, of Oriental 
hyperbole, of pious highfalutin,2 intended perhaps to scare 
the "unco" orthodox of the clay, to make their flesh creep a 
little for their health's sake, and to " wake them out of their 
dogmatic slumbers". For it is in the Mishkiit that we find 
the following words, too, which seem plain ancl harmless 

ffl{)/Jf{h: 11 n•JJJg iii itrwlf divided i11t0 that which has being-

ifl·itw~lf, :wrl 1JJ:t1i wl1ir~h rleriYI'H its being from not-itself. 

'1'/ . 1 · f tJ 11' u I·Ltt~'I' is IJoiTO\\'ed haYing no existence by J(' JeJJllf (j. fl t ~ 0 I 

· ,.., · b · lf · t · re not-
't If Kav if it is regarded m and y Itse I IS pu 
I se . ~ • ' . . . t I· t. on to not-
lwinrr. lV hrllrrrr beinq 1l has IS due to I s re a I 1 

· " . . 1 1 · t 11 " In other wore s, its(olf, w\uch IS not rea >e1ng a a " 
it. is ''Y a pun•ly arbitrary mental abRtraction tl.Ia.t.we regard 
derived being in aJl(l by itself". The impossdJ1hty of r~ally 
effecting this abstraction is precisely what preserns to denved 

· t · tJ · crs i' at once to have asserted 
1 And to nsscrt similanty bPtwcen 11 o nn,.... ~ 

two, and a distinction between thl'm. ::icc :\I., I· 17 1· I . I " 
• Is not this true for all SiHi writers ? Do we not take t leir a~,_uage 

too HPriouely '! It pamues ;,s scicntifie; it is r!'ally JlO!'licu-rh!'toncal. 
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beina its measure of actualitv-" whatever being it has 
0 • 

"1 

To us these last words are a clear concession of reality _to 
conditioned being. It is true Ghazzii.li: denies reality to it 
in the next sentence. But this only shows that when an 
Oriental talks of "Real" he means what we mean by "Un
conditioned", and that when he is thinking of "Con
ditioned or Relative" he s3.ys "Unreal". The matter has 
become one of terms. 

It is impossible to demand more than this from Ghazzii.li 
as philosopher-theologian. He was, perhaps, not more 
successful than other eastern theologians in finding a place 
for the universe, philosophically, with or in Allah. But has 
western philosophy been any more successful in finding a place 
for Allah, philosophically, with or in the universe 1 

1 Gh. has no more use for theNoumenon, for the Ding ansich, than had 
the post-Knntinns; though for how different reasons! 





TRANSLATION 
(The references in square brackets are to the pages of the Cairo Ara,bic 

edition.] 

THE NICHE FOR LIGHTS 
(Mishkiit al-Anwiir) 

Praise to ALLAH ! who poureth forth light ; and giveth sight ; 
and, from His mysteries' height, removes the veils of night! 

And Prayer for l\loHAMMED ! of all lights the Liglzt; Sire 
of them tlwt do the right; Beloved of The Sovereign of Mzght; 
Evangelist of the forgiven in His sight ; to Him demted qu1"te ; 
to sinner and to infidel the Arm that knows to fight and smite ! 

You have asked me, dear brother-and may Allah decree 
for you the quest of man's chiefest bliss, make you candidate 
for the Ascent to the highest height, anoint your vision with 
the light of Reality, and purge your inward parts from all 
that is not the Real !-you "have asked me, I say, to 
communicate to you the mysteries of the Lights Divine, 
together with the allusions behind the literal meaning of 
certain texts in the Koran and certain sayings in the 
Traditions. 

And principally this text 1:-

" Alliih is the Light of the Heat•ens and of the Earth. The 
similitude of His Light is a.~ it were a Niche tclterein is a Lamp: 
the Lamp within a Glass : the Glass as 1"t were a pearly Star. 
From a Tree right blessed is it lit, an Olivt free neither of tize 
East nor of the West, the Oil whereof were well-?dgh luminous 
though Fire touched it not : Light upon Light ! 

" But as for the Infidels, their deeds are as it u·ere massed 
Darkness upon some fathomless sea, the u·hich is overwhelmed 
with billow topped by billow topped by cloud : Darkness on 
Darkness piled ! so that when a man putteth forth his hand he 

1 The Light-Verse in S. 24, 35. The Darkness-Verse, which almost 
immediately follows, and is mentioned in the exposition, has been added. 
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well-nigh can see it not. Yea, the man for whom Allah doth 
not cause light, no light at all hath he." 

What is the significance of His comparison of LIGHT with 
Niche, and Glass, and Lamp, and Oil, and Tree? 

And this Tradition :-
"Allah hath Seventy Thousand Veils of Light and Darkness: 

were He to withdraw their curtain, then would the splendours of 
His Aspect 1 surely consume everyone wlw apprehended Him 
with his sight." 

Such is your request. But in making it you have assayed 
to climb an arduous ascent, so high that the height thereof 
cannot be so much as gauged by mortal eyes [3]. You have 
knocked at a locked door which is only opened to those who 
know and." are established 1·n knowledge ".2 l\Ioreover, not 
every mystery is to be revealed or divulged; not every truth 
is to be laid bare or made plain, but-

" Noble hearts seal mysteries like the tomb." 
Or, as one of those who Know has said-

" To divulge the secret of the Godhead is to deny God." 

Or, as the prophet has said-
" There is a knowledge like the form of a hidden thing, 

known to none save those who !mow God." 

If then these speak of that secret, only the Children of 
Ignorance will contradict them. And howsoever many these 
Ignorants be, the Mysteries must from the gaze of sinners 
be kept inviolate. 

But I believe that your heart has been opened by the Light 
and your consciousness purged of the darkness of Ignorance. 
I will, therefore, not be .so niggardly as to deny you direction 
to these glorious truths in all their fineness and all their 
divinencss ; for the wrong clone in keeping Wisuom from her 
Chiluren is not less than that of yieluing her to those who are 
Strangers to her. As the poet hath it-

" He who bestoweth 1\nowledge on fools loseth it, 
And he who lwepeth the deserving from her dol'th a wrong." 

1 Or Countenance; see Introuuetion, Jl· :n. 2 Cf. S. 3, G. 
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You must, however, be content with a very summarized 
explanation of the subject ; for the full demonstration of 
my theme would demand a treatment of both its principles 
and its parts for which my time is at present insufficient, and 
for which neither my mind nor my energies are free. The 
keys of all hearts are in the hanna of Alliih : He opens them 
when He pleases, as He pleases, and with what He pleases. 
At this time, then, it shall suffice to open up to you three 
chapters or paris, whereof the first is as hereunder follows. 

PART I.-LIGHT, AND LIGHTS: PRELIMINARY 
STUDIES 

1. "Light" as Physical Light ; as the Eye ; as the 
Intelligence 

The Real Light is Allah ; and the name " light " is other
wise only predicated metaphorically and conveys no real 
meanmg. 

To explain this theme : you must know that the word 
light is employed with a threefold signification: the first [4] 
by the l\Iany, the second by the Few, the third by the Fewest 
of the Few. Then you must know the various grades of 
light that relate to the two latter classes, and the degrees of 
reality appertaining to these grades, in order that it may be 
discloseJ to you, as these grades become clear, that ALL,\.H 
is the highest and the ultimate Light : and further, as the 
reality appertaining to each grade is r~vealed: that Alliih 
alone is the Real, the True Light, and beside Him there is 
no light at all. 

Take now the first signification. Here tl1e word light 
indicates a ]Jhcnomcnon. Now a phenomenon, or appearance, 
is a relati,·e term, for a thing nece3sarily appears to, or is 
concealed from, something other than itself ; and thus its 
appearance and its non-appearance are both relative. 
Further, its appearance and its non-appearance are relative 
to pcrccptire faculties; and of these the most powerful and 
the most conspicuous, in the opinion of the l\Iany, are the 
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senses, one of which is the sense of sight. Further, things in 
relation to this sense 9f sight fall under three categories : 
(1) that which by itself is not visible, as dark bodies; (2) that 
which is by itself visible, but cannot make visible anything 
else, such as luminaries like the stars, and fire before it blazes 
up ; (3) that which is by itself visible, and also makes 
visible, like the sun and the moon, and fire when it blazes up, 
and lamps. Kow it is in regard to this third category that. 
the name "light" is given: sometimes to that which is 
effused from these luminaries and falls on the exterior of 
opaque bodies, as when we say " The earth is lighted up", or 
" The light of the sun falls on the earth ", or " The lamp
light falls on wall or on garment " ; and sometimes to the 
luminaries themselves, because they are self-luminous. In 
sum, then, light is an expression for that which is by itself 
visible and [5] m.akes other things visible, like the sun. This 
is the definition of, and the reality concerning light, according 
to its first signification. 

We have seen that the very essence of light is appearance 
to a percipient; and that perception depends on the existence 
of two things-light and a seeing eye. For, though light is that 
"·hich appears and causes-to-appear, it neither appears nor 
causes-to-appear to the blind. Thus percipient spirit is as 
important as perceptible light qtal neceRsary element of 
perception: nay, 'tis the more important, in that it is the 
percipient spirit which apprehends, and through which 
apprehension takes place ; whereas light is not apprehensive, 
neither does apprehension take plare through it, but merely 
"·hen it is present. By the word light, in fact, is n1dre properly 
understood that visualizing light which we call the eye. 
Thus men apply the word light to the light of the eye, and say 
of the "·eak-sighted that " the light of his eye is 'rcak ., , and of 
the blear-eyed that "the light of his 't:ision is impaired ", and 
of the IJliiid that "his lig!tt is quenched". Similarly of the 
pupil of the eye it is said that it concentrates " the light" of 
vision, and strengthens it, the eye-lashes being given by the 
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divine wisdom a black colour, and made to compass the eye 
every way.round about, in order to concentrate its "light". 
And of the white of the eye it is said that it disperses the" light 
of the eye " and weakens it, so that to look long at a bright 
white surface, or still more at the sun's light, dazzles "the 
light of the eye " and effaces it, just as the weak are effaced 
by the side of the strong. You understand, then, that 
percipient spirit is called light; and why it is so called; and 
why it is more properly so called. And this is the second 
signification, that employed by the Few. 

You must know, further, that the light of physical sight 
is l6J marked by several kinds of defects. It sees others but 
not itself. Again, it does not see what is very distant, nor 
what is very ncar, nor what is behind a veil. It sees the exterior 
of things only, not their interior ; the parts, not the whole ; 
things finite, not things infinite. It makes many mistakes in 
its seeing, for what is large appears to its vision small ; what 
is far, near; what is at rest, at motion; what is in motion, at 
rest. Here are seven defects inseparably attached to the 
physical eye. If, then, there be such an Eye as is free from all 
these physical defects, would not it, I ask, more properly be 
given the name of light 1 Know, then, that there is in the 
mind of man an eye, characterized by just this perfection
that which is variously called Intelligence, Spirit, Human 
Soul. But we pass over these terms, for the multiplicity of 
the terms deludes the man of small intelligence in~o imagining 
a corresponding multiplicity of ideas. \Ye mean simply that 
by which the rational man is distinguished from the infant 
in arms, from the brute beast, and from the lunatic. Let us 
call it the Intelligeuce, following the current terminology. 
So, then, the intelligence is more properly called Light than 
is the eye, just because in capacit.v it transcends these seven 
defects. 

Take the first. The eye does not behold itself, but the 
intelligence does perceive itself as \H ll as others ; and it 
perceives itself as endowed with knowledge, power, etc., and 
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perceives its own knowledge and perceives its knowledge of 
its own knowledge, and its knowledge of its knowledge of its 
own knowledge, and so on ad infinitum. Now, this is a 
property which cannot conceivably be attributed to anything 
which perceives by means of a physical instrument like the eye. 
Behind this, however, i7] lies a mystery the unfolding of which 
would take long. 

Take, now, the second defect: the eye does not see what 
is very near to it nor what is very far away from it; but to the 
intelligence near and far are indifferent. In the twinkling of 
an eye it ascends to the highest heaven above, in another 
instant to the confines of earth beneath. Kay, when the 
facts are realized, intelligence is revealed as transcending the 
very idea of" far " and" near ",which occur between material 
bodies ; these compass not the precincts of its holiness, for 
it is a pattern or sample of the attributes of Allah. Kow the 
sample must be commensurate with the original, even though 
it does not rise to the degree of equality 1 with it. And this 
may move you to set your minU. to work upon the true 
meaning of the tradition : " All,(J~ created Adam after His o~en 
likeness." But I do not think fit at the present time to go more 
deeply into the same. 

The thi:ctl defect: the eye does not percei\·e what is behi:~d 
the veil, but the intelligence moves frel'ly about the Throne, 
the Sedile, and enrything beyond the Yeil of the Heaven:-;, 
and likewise about the Host Supernal, an l the Healm Celestial, 
just as much as about its own world, and its propinr1uate, (that 
is its own) kingdom. The realities of things stand WlVciled to 
the intelligence. it8 only veil is one which it a8sumes of its 
own accord and for its own sake, which resembles the veil 
that the eye assumes of its own accord in the closing of its 
eyelids. But we shall explain this more fully in the third 

chapter of this work. 

1 Rending 0 \_, l_., which both sense and rhyme demand. 
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The fourth defect : the eye perceives only the exterior 
surfaces of things, but not their interior; nay, the mere moulds 
and forms, not the realities ; while intelligence breaks through 
into the inwardness of things and into their secrets; appre
hends the reality of things and their essential spirit ; [8] elicits 
their causes and laws-from what they had origin, how they 
were created, of how many ideal forms they are composed, 
what rank of Being they occupy, what is their several relation 
to all other created things, and much else, the exposition of 
which would take very long ; wherein I think good to be 
brief. 

The fifth : the eye sees only a fraction of what exists, for 
all concepts, and many percepts, are beyond its vision ; 
neither does it apprehend sounds, nor yet smells, nor tastes, 
nor sensations of hot and cold, nor the percipient faculties, 
by which I mean the faculties of hearing, of smelling, of 
tasting; nay, all the inner psychical qualities are unseen to it, 
joy, pleasure, displeasure, grief, pain, delight, love, lust, 
power, will, knowledge, and innumerable other exintences. 
Thus it is narrow in its scope, limited in its field of action, 
unable to pass the confines of the world of colour and form, 
which are the grossest of all entities; for natural bodies are 
in themselves the grossest of the categories of being,. and colour 
and form are the grossest of their properties. But the domain 
of intelligence is the entirety of existence, for it both appre
hends the entities we have enumerated, and has free cour.~e 

among all others beside (and they are the major part), passing 
upon them judgments that are both certain and true. To it, 
therefore, are the inward secrets of things manifest, and the 
hidden forms of things clear. Then tell me by what right 
the physical eye is giYen equality with the intelligence in 
claiming the name of Light 1 Xo verily ! it is only relatively 
light : but in relation to the intelligence it is darkness. 
Sight is but one of the spies of Intelligence [91 who sets it to 
'mtch the grossc:>t of !tis treasures, namely, the treasury of 
colours and forms ; bids it carry reports about the same to 

4 
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its Lord, who then judges thereof in accordance with the 
dictates of his penetration and his judgment. Likewise are 
all the other faculties but Intelligence's spies-imagination, 
phantasy, thought, memory, recollection; and behind them are 
servitors and retainers, constrained to his service in this 
present world of his. These, I say, he constrains, and among 
these he moves at will, as freely as monarch constrains his 
vassals to his service, yea, and more freely still. But to 
expound this would take us long, and we have already 
treated of it in the book of my I?tya' al-'Ult1m, entitled 
" The l\Iarvels of the Mind ". 

The sixth: the eye does not see what is infinite. What 
it sees is the attributes of known bodies, and these can only 
be conceived as finite. But the intelligence apprehends 
concepts, and concepts cannot be conceived as finite. True, 
in respect of the knowledge which has actually been attained, 
the content actually presented to the intelligence is no more 
than finite, but potentially it does apprehend that which is 
infinite. It would take too long to explain this fully, but if 
you desire an example, here is one from arithmetic. In this 
science the intelligence apprehends the series of integers, 
which series is infinite; further, it apprehends the coefficients 
of two, three, and all the other integers, and to these also 
no limit can be conceived; anc.l it apprehends all the different 
relations between numbers, and to these also no limit can be 
conceived; and finally it apprehends its own knowledge of 
a thing, and its lmowleuge of its knowledge of that thing, 
and its knowledge of its knowledge of its knowledge of that 
thing; and so on, potentially, to infinity. 

The seventh : the eye apprehends the large as smal I. It 
sees the sun the size of a bowl, and the stars like sih·cr
pieccs scattered upon a carpet of azure. But intelligence 
apprehends that the stars [10] and the sun are larger, times 
upon times, than the earth. To the eye the stars seem to 
be standing still, and the boy to be getting no taller. But 
the intelligence sees ~he boy moving constantly as he grows; 
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the shadow lengthening constantly ; and the stars moving 
every instant, through distances of many miles. As the 
Prophet said to Gabriel, asking: "Has the sun moved ~ " 
And Gabriel answered: "No-Yes." "How so~ " asked he; 
and the other replied: "Between my saying No and Yes it 
has moved a distance equal to five hundred years." And so 
the mistakes of vision are manifold, but the intelligence 
transcends them all. 

Perhaps you will say, we see those who are possessed of 
intelligence making mistakes nevertheless. I reply, their 
imaginative and phantastic faculties often pass judgments and 
form convictions which they think are the judgments of the 
intelligence. The error is therefore to be attributed to those 
lower faculties. See my account of all these faculties in 
my Mi'ar al-'Ilm and JJla~wkk al-Nafar. But when the 
intelligence is separated from the deceptions of the phantasy 
and the imagination, error on its part is inconceivable ; it sees 
things as they are. Tlus separation is, however, difficult, and 
only attains perfection after death. Then is error unveiled, 
and then are mysteries brought to light, and each one meets 
the weal or the woe which he has already laid up for himself, 
and "beholds a Book, which reckons each 'L'enial and each mortal 
sin, u·itlwut omitting a single one" .1 In that hour it shall be 
said unto him: " We have stripped from thee the Veil that 
co1·ercd thee and thy vision this day is iron." 2 Now that covering 
Veil is even that of the imagination and the phantasy ; and 
therefore the man who has been deluded by his own fancies 

I > 

his false beliefs, and his vain imaginations, repl'ies : " Onr 
Lord! ll'e hate seen Thee and heard Thee! [11] 0 send us 
back awl 1ce 1cill do good.3 Verily now we ltcwe certain knalc
lrdgc ! " 

From all which you understand that the eye may more 
justly be called Light than the light (so called) which is 
apprehended by sense; and further that the intelligence should 
more properly be called Light than the eye. It would be 

1 s. 50, 18. 2 s. 22, 50. 3 s. 1!!, 32. 
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even true to say that between these two there exists so great 
a difference in value, that we may, nay we must, consider only 
the INTELLIGENCE as deserving the name Light at all. 

2. The Koran as the Sun of the Intelligence 

Further you must notice here, that while the intelligence 
of men does truly see, the things it sees are not all upon 
the same plane. Its knowledge is in some cases, 80 to 
speak, given, that is, present in the intelligence, as in 
the case of axiomatic truths, e.g. that the same thing cannot 
be both with and without an origin ; or existent and non
existent ; or that the same proposition cannot be both true 
and false; or that the judgment which is true of one thing 
is true of an identically similar thing ; or that, granted the 
existence of the particular, the existence of the universal must 
necessarily follow. 

For example, granted the existence of black, the existence 
of " colour " follows ; and the same with " man " and 
" animal " ; but the converse does not present itself to the 
intelligence as necessarily true ; for " colour " does not 
. l " bl k " d " . l " . 1 1nvo vc ac · , nor oes aruma 1nvo ve "man, 
And there arc many other true propositions, some necessar · 
some contingent, and wme impossible. Other propositio1~' 
again do not find the intelligence invariably with them ,,,l ' , , ten 
they recur to it, but have to shake it up, arouse it, strike 
flint 011 steel, in order to elicit its spark. Instances of such 
propositions are the theorems of speculation, to apprehend 
which the intelligence has to he aroused by the dialectic 
(kahim) of the philo: ophers. Thus it is "·hen tlte light of 
philosophy dawns that man sees actually, after having before 
seen potentially. Kow the greatei:it [l2J of philosophies is 
the word (kalii111) of Allah in general, and the Koran in 
particular. 

Therefore the nmes of the Koran, in relation to intelligence, 
have the value of sunlight in relation to the eyesight, to wit, 

it is by this sunlight that the act of seeing is accomplished. 
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And therefore the Koran is most properly of all called Light, 
just as the light of the sun is called light. The Koran, then, 
is represented to us by the Sun, and the intelligence by the 
Light of the Eye, and hereby we understand the meaning of 
the verse, which saith: " Believe then on Allah and His 
Prophet, and the Liglit which ·lee caused to descend" 1 ; and 
again : " There hath come a sure proof from your Lord, and we 
hare caused a clear Light to descend." 2 

3. The Worlds Visible and Invisible: with their 
Lights 

You have now realized that there are two kinds of eye, an 
external and an internal ; that the forme:r belongs to one world, 
the World of Sense, and that internal vision belongs to another 
world altogether, the World of the Realm Celestial; and that 
each of these two eyes has a sun and a light whereby its 
seeing is perfected ; and that one of these suns is external, 
the other internal, the former belonging to the seen world, 
viz. the sun, 'vhich is an object of sense-perception, and the 
other internal, belonging to the world of the Realm Celestial, 
viz. the Koran, and other inspired books of AWih. If, then, 
this has been disclosed to you thoroughly and entirely, then 
one of the doors of this Realm Celestial has been opened unto 
you. In the.~ world there are marvels, in comparison with 
which this world of sight is utterly contemned. He who 
never fares to that world, but allows the limitations of life 
in this lower world of senc;e to settle upon him, is E-till a brute
beast, an excommunicate from that which constitutes us 
men; gone astray is he more than any brute beast, for to 
the brute are not vouched the wings of flight, on which to 
fly away unto that invisible world. "Such men," the Koran 
says, " are cattle, nay, are yet further astray ! " 3 [13] As the 
rind is to the fruit ; as the mould or the form in relation to 
the spirit ; as darkness in relation to light ; as infernal to 
supernal ; so is this World of Sense in relation to the world 

I 8. 64, 8. 2 s. 4. li:l. 3 S. i, I iS. 
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of the Realm Celestial. For this reason the latter is called 
the Worlsl Supernal or the World of Spirit, or the World of 
Light, in contrast with the World Beneath, the World of 
Matter and of Darkness. But do not imagine that I mean by 
the World Supernal the World of the [Seven] Heavens, 
though they are " above " in respect of part of our world of 
r-euse-perception. These heavens are equally present to our 
apprehension, and that of the lower animals. But a man 
finds the doors of the Realm Celestial closed to him, neither 
does he become of or belonging to that Realm unless " this 
earth to him be changed into that U'hich is not earth, and 
likewise the heavens " 1 ; unless, in short, all that comes 
within the ken of his sense and his imagination, including the 
visible heavens, cease to be his earth, and his heaven come 
to be all that transcends his sense. This is the first Ascension 
for every Pilgrim, who has set out on his Progress to approach 
the Presence Dominical. Thus mankind was consigned back 
to the lowest of the low, and must thence rise to the world 
of highest height. Not so is it with the Angels ; for they are 
part of the World of the Realm Celestial, floating ever in the 
Presence of the TraMcendence, whence they gaze down upon 
our World Inferior. Thereof spoke the Prophet in the 
Tradition: "AlUih created the c1·eation in darkness, then sent 
an effusion of His light upon 1·t," and "Allah hath Angels, 
beings who know the works of men better than they know them 
themselres ". Now the Prophets, when their ascents reached 
unto the World of the Realm Celestial, attained the uttermost 
goal, and from thence looked down upon a totality of the 
World Invisible; f0r he who is in the World of the Realm 
Celestial is with Allah, and hath the keys [14] of the Unseen. 
I mean that from where he is the causes of existina thinas 

0 0 

descend into the World of Sense ; for the world of Eense is 
one of the effect~ of yonder world of cause, resulting from it 
just a<> the shadow results from a body, or as fruit from that 
which fructuatcs, or as the effect from a cause. Now the 

I 8. }4, 48. 
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key to this knowledge of the effect is sough~ and found in 
the cause. And tor this reason the World of Sense is a type 
of the V{orld of the Realm Celestial, as will appear when we 
explain the NICHE, the LAMP, and the TREE. For the thing 
compared is in some sort parallel, and bears resemblance, 
to the thing compared therewith, whether that resemblance 
be remote or near : a matter, again, which is unfathomably 
deep, so that whoever has scanned its inner meaning has had 
revealed to him the verities of the types in the Koran by an 
easy way. 

I said that everything that sees self and not-self deserves 
more properly the name of Light, while that which adds to 
these two . functions the function of making the not-self 
visible, still more properly deserves the name of Light than 
that which has no effect ·whatever beyond itself. This is the 
light which merits the name of " Lconp Illuminant '',1 because 
its light is effused upon the not-self. Now this is the 
property of the transcendental prophetic spirit, for through its 
means are effused the illuminations of the sciences upon the 
created world. Thus is explained the name given by Allah 
to Mohammed, " Illwninant." 2 Now all the Prophets are 
Lamps, and so are the Learned-but the difference between 
them is incalculable. 

4. These Lights as Lamps Terrestrial and Celestial : 
with their Order and Grades 

If it is proper to call that from which the light of vision 
emanates a "Lamp Illuminant ", then that from which the 
Lamp is itself lit may [15] meetly be symbolized by Fire. 
~ow all these Lamps Terrestrial were originally lit from the 
Light Supernal alone ; and of the transcendental Spirit of 
prophecy it is written that " Its oil were well-nigh luminous 
tlwugh fire touched it not" ; but becomes " very light upon light " 
when touched by that Fire.3 Assuredly, then, the kindling 

1 s. 33, 46. 2 s. 46, 33. 
3 S. 24, 35 ; see p. [ 45] of translation. 
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source of those Spirits Terrestrial is the divine Spirits Supernal, 
described by Ali and Ibn Abbas, when they said that " Allah 
hath an Angel with countenances seventy thousand, to each 
countenance seventy thousand mouths, in each mouth seventy 
thousand tongues wherewith h~ laudeth God most High ". 
This is he who is contrasted with all the angelic host, in the 
words : " On the day wl1ereon THE SPIRIT ariseth, and the 
An[Jels, -rank on rank." 1 These Spirits Celestial, then, if they 
be considered as the kindling-source of the Lamps Terrestrial, 
can be compared alone with" Fire ".2 And that kindling is not 
perceived save ".on the JJ1ountain's side ".3 

Let us now take these Lights Celestial from which are lit 
the Lamps Terrestrial, and let us rank them in the order in 
which they themselves are kindled, the one from the other. 
Then the nearest to the fountain-head will be of all others the 
worthiest of the name of Light, for he is the highest in order 
and rank. Now the analogy for this graded order in the world 
of sense can only be seized hy one who sees the light of the 
moon coming through the window of a house, falling on a 
mirror fixed upon a wall, which reflects that light on to another 
wall, whence it in turn is reflected on to the floor, so that the 
floor becomes illuminated therefrom. The light upon the 
floor is owed to that upon the wall, and the light on the wall 
to that in the mirror, and the light in the mirror to that from 
the moon, and the light in the moon to that from the sun, 
[16] for it is the sun that radiates its light upon the moon. 
Thus these four !ights are ranged one above the other, each 
one more perfect than the other ; and each one has a certain 
rank and a proper degree which it never passes beyond. 
I would have you know, then, that it l1as been revealed to the 
men of Insight that even so are the Lights of the Realm 
Celestial ranged in an order; and that the highest is the one 
who is nearest to the Ultimate Light. It may well be, then, 
that the rank of Seraphiel is above the rank of Gabriel ; and 
that among them is that Nighe::;t to Allah, he whose rank 

1 s. 28, 78. 2 s. 28, 29. 3 S. 28, 29; nlso 19, 53. 
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comes nighest to the Presence Dominica! which is the 
Fountain-head of all these lights; and that among these is 
a Nighest to 1\fan, and that between these two are grades 
innumerable, whereof all that is known is that they are many, 
and that they are ordered in rank and grade, and that as they 
have described themselves, so they are indeed-" Not one of 
us but has ltis determined place and standing," 1 and " We are 
verily the ranked ones ; u·e are they in whose mouth is Praise ".1 

5. The Source of all these Grades of Light : ALLAH 
The neA-t thing I would have you know is that these degrees 

of light do not ascend in an infinite series, but rise to a final 
Fountain-head who is Light in and by Himself, upon Whom 
comes no light from any external source, and from Whom 
every light is effused according to its order and grade. Ask 
yourself, now, whether the name Light is more due to that 
which is illumined and borrows 'its light from an external 
source ; or to that which in itself is luminous, illuminating 
all eiRe beside 1 I do not believe that you can fail to see 
the true answer, and thus conclude that the name light is 
most of all due to this LIGHT SuPERNAL, above Whom there 
is no light at all, and from Whom light d£scends upon all other 
things. 

Nay, I do not hesitate to say boldly that the term "light" 
as applied to aught else than this primary light is purely 
metaphorical ; for all [17] others, if considered in themselves, 
have, in themselves and by themselves, no light at all. Their 
light is borrowed from a foreign source ; which borrowed 
illumination has not any support in itself, only in something 
not-itself. But to call the borrower by the same name as 
the lender is mere metaphor. Think you that the man who 
borrows riding-habit, saddle, horse, or other riding beast, 
and mounts the same when and as the lender appoints, is 
actually, or only metaphorically, rich 1 Or is it the lender 

1 s. 3i, 164-6. 
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who alone is rich 1 The latter, assuredly ! The borrower 
remains in himself as poor as ever, and only of him who made 
the loan and exacts its return ca.n richness be predicated
him who gave and can take away. Therefore, the Real Light 
is He in Whose hand lies creation and its destinies ; He who 
first gives the light and afterwards sustains it. He shares 
with no other the reality of this name, nor the full title to 
the same; save in so far as He calls some other by that name, 
deigns to call him by it in the same way as a Liege-Lord 
deigns to give his vassal a fief, and therewith bestows on him 
the title of lord. Kow when that. vassal realizes the truth, 
he understands that both he and his are the property of his 

.Liege, and of Him alone, a property shared by Him with no 
'partner in the world. 

You now know that Light is summed up in appearing and 
manifesting, and you have ascertained the va.rious gradations 
of the same. You must further know that there is no darkness 
so intense as the darkness of Kot-being. For 1 a clark thina is 

0 

called " dark" simply because it cannot appear to anyone's 
vision ; it nenr comes to exist for sight, though it does exist 
in itself. But that which has no existence for others nor for 
itself is assuredly the very extreme of darkness. In contrast 
with it is Being, which is, therefore, Light ; for unless a thing 
is manifest in itself, [ 18] it is not manifest to others. l\Iore
o,·er Deina is itself Ji,·idcd into that which has beino in itself 

, 0 0 ' 

and that which derins its being from not-itself. The being 
of this latter is borrowed, ha,·ing no existence by itself. Xm· 
if it is regarded in and by itself, it is pure lWt-IJeing. ""ha"t~ 
ever being it has is due to its relation to a nCJt-itsel£: and this 
is not real being at all, as you !carne I from my paraLic of the 
Rich and the Borro\\·ed Garment. Therefore, Real Dcina is 

0 

.t\lliih most High, e\·cn as Real Light is likewise Alliih. 

I P.eading ~ 'j for ~ 'i. 
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6. The Mystic Verity of Verities 
It is from this starting-point ~hat Allah's gnostics rise from 

metr.phors to realities, as one ~limbs from the lowlands to 
the mountains ; and at the end of their As:::ent see, as with 
the direct sight of eye-witnesses, that there is nothing in 
existence save Allah alone, and that " ererything perishetlt 
except His Countenance, His Aspect " 1 (1cajh) ; not that 2 

it perisheth at some particular moment, but rather it is sempi
ternally a perishing thing, since it cannot be conceived except 
as perishing. For each several thing other than Allah is, when 
considered in and by itself, pure not-being; and if considered 
from the "aspect" (1cajh) to which existence flows from the 
Prime Reality, it is viewed as existing, but not in itself, solely 
from the " aspect " which accompanies Him ·who gives it 
existence. Therefore, the God-aspect is the sole thing in 
existence. For everything has two aspects, an aspect to 
itself and an aspect to its Lord : in respect of the first, it is 
Not-being; but in respect of the God-aspect, it is Being. 
Therefore there is no Existent except God and the God
aspect, and therefore all things are perishing except the God
aspect from and to all eternity. These gnostics, thereiore, 
have no need to await the arising of the Last Uprising in 
order to hear the Creator proclaim, " To whom t"s the power 
this day? To ALL,\H! the One, the Not-to-be-withstood" 3 ; 

[19] for that summons is pealing in their ears always and for 
eYer. X either do they understand by the cry "·Allii.h is most 
great" (Alliihu akbar) that He is only "greater" than others. 
God forbid ! For in all existence there is beside Him none for 
Him to exceed in greatness. Xo other attains so much as to 
the d(•gree of co-existence, or of sequent existence, nay of 
existence at all, except from the Aspect that accompanies 
Him. All existence is, exclusively, His Aspect. Kow it is 
impossible that He should be " greater " than His own 

I S. 88, 28. 2 Reading ~~ 'i. 3 s. 16, 40. 
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Aspect. The meaning is rather that he is too absolutely Great 
to be called Greater, or l\iost Great, by way of relation or 
comparison-too Great for anyone, whether Prophet or 
Angel, to grasp the real nature of His Greatness. For none 
knows Allah with a real knowledge but He Himself ; for every 
known falls necessarily under the sway and within the 
province of the Knower; a state which is the very negation 
of all Majesty, all" Greatness ". The full proof whereof! have 
given in my al-JJ1aq~ad al-Asna fi ma'ani asrnii'i-llahi-l 
Ifusnii. 

These gnostics, on their return from their Ascent into the 
heaven of Reality, confess with one voice that they saw 
nought existent there save the One Real. Some of them, 
however, arrived at this scientifically, and others experi
mentally and subjectively. From these last the plurality of 
things fell away in its entirety. They were drowned in the 
absolute Unitude, and their intelligences were lost in Its 
abyss. Therein became they as dumbfoundered things. No 
c~pacity remained within them sa\ to recall ALLAH; yea, 
not so much as the capacity to recall their own selves. So 
there remained nothing with them save ALL,\ H. They became 
drunken with a drunkenness wherein the sway of their own 
intelligence disappeared; so that one 1 exclaimed, "I am The 
ONE REAL ! " and another, " Glory be to l\IE ! How great is 
l\fy glory! "2 and another, "Within this robe is nought but 
Allah ! " 2 ••• But the words of Lovers Passionate in their 
intoxication and ecstacy [20] must be hidden away and not 
spoken of .... Then when that drunkenness abated and 
they came again under the sway of the intelligence, which is 
Allah's balance-scale upon earth, they knew that that had 
not been actual Identity, but only something resembling 
Identity ; as in those words of the Lover at the height of 

his passion :-

1 AJ.J.rallaj. 
2 Abu Yazid aJ.Bis\ii.mi. See Massignon's riall.aj, p. 513. 
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"I am He whom I love and He whom I love is I ; 
'Ve are two spirits immanent in one body." 1 

For it is possible for a man who has never seen a mirror in 
his life, to be confronted suddenly by a mirror, to look into 
it, and to think that the form which he sees in the mirror is 
the form of the mirror itself, " identical " with it. Another 
might see wine in a glass, and think that the wine is just the 
stain of the glass. And if that thought becomes with him 
use and wont, like a fixed idea with him, it absorbs him wholly, 
so that he sings:-

" The glass is thin, the wine is clear! 
The twain are alike, the matter is perplexed; 
For 'tis as though there were wine and no wine-glass there, 
Or as though there were wine-glass and nought of wine!" 

Here there is a difference between saying, "The wine is the 
wine-glass," and saying, " 'tis as though it were the wine
glass." Now, when this state prevails, it is called in relation 
to him who experiences it, Extinction, nay, Extinction of 
Extinction, for the soul has become extinct to itself, extinct to 
its own extinction ; for it becomes unconscious of itself and 
unconscious of its own unconsciousness, since, were it conscious 
of its own unconsciousness, it would be conscious of itself. 
In relation to the man immersed in tllis state, the state is 
called, in the language of metaphor, " Identity" ; in the 
language of reality, "Unification." And beneath these verities 
also lie mysteries which we are not at liberty to discuss. 

7. The "God-Aspect": an "advanced" explanation 
of the relation of these Lights to ALLAH 

It may be that you desire greatly to know the aspect (wajh) 
[21] whereby Allah's light is related to the heavens and the 
earth, or rather the aspect whereby He is in Himself the 
Light of heavens and earth. .And this shall assuredly not be 
denied you, now that you know that Allah is Light, and that 
beside Him there is no light, and that He is e\·ery light, and 

1 By al-Ilalliij. 
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that He is the universal light: since light is an expression 
for that by which things are revealed; or, higher still, that 
by and for which they are revealed ; yea, and higher still, 
that by, for, and from which they are revealed: and now that 
you know, too that, of everything called light, only that by, 
for, and from which things are revealed is real-that Light 
beyond which there is no light to kindle and feed its flame 
for It is kindled and fed in Itself, from Itself, and for Itself' 

' and from no other source at all. Such a conception, such a 
description, you are now assured, can be applied to the Great 
Primary alone. You are also assured that the heavens and 
the earth are filled with light appertaining to those two 
fundamental light-planes, our Sight and our Insight ; by 
which I mean our senses and our intelligence. The first kind 
of light is what we see in the heavens-sun and moon and 
stars; and what we see in earth-that is, the rays which are 
poured over the whole face of the earth, making visible all the 
different colours and hues, especially in the season of spring ; 
and over all animals and plants and things, in all their states: 
for without these rays no colour would appear or even exist. 
l\Ioreover, every shape and size which is visible to perception 
is apprehended in consequence of colour, and it is impossible 
to conceive of apprehending them without colour. As for 
the other ideal, intel!igential Lights, the World Supernal is 
filled \\"ith them-to wit, the angelic substances ; and the 
World Inferior is also full of them-[22] to wit, animal life 
and human life successiYely. The order of the World Inferior 
is manifested bv means of this inferior human light ; while the 
order of the World Supernal is manifested by means of that 
angelical light. This is the order alluded to in the passage 
in the Koran, "He it is Jrlto has formed you from the earth, 
and lwth peopled it with you, that lle might call you Successors 
~tpon the earth" ... and " 111 aketh you Successors on the 

earth", and " Verily I lwL·e set in the earth a Successor" 
(IUwlifa). 1 

1 S. 61, II; 55, 24; 62, 27; 30, 2. Cf. .l!iahkiil, p. [34]. 
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Thus you see that the whole world is all filled with the 
external lights of perception, and the internal lights of 
intelligence ; also that the lower lights are effused or emanate 
the one from the other, as light emanates or is effused from 
a l.lmp ; wh.ile the Lamp itself is the transcendental Light 
of Prophecy ; and that the transcendental Spirits of Prophecy 
are lit from the Spirit Supernal, as the lamp is lit from fire ; 
and that the Supernals are lit the one from the other; and 
that their order is one of ascending grades: further, that these 
all rise to the Light of Lights, the Origin and Fountain-head 
of lights, and that, is ALL,\H, only and alone; and that all other 
lights are borrowed from Him, and that His alone is real light; 
and that everything is from His light, nay, He is everything, 
nay, HE IS THAT HE IS, none but He has ipseity or heity at 
all, save by metaphor. Therefore there is no light but He, 
while all other lights are only lights from the Aspect which 
accompanies Him, not from themselves. Thus the aspect 
and face of everything faces to Him and turns in His 
direction ; and " u·ltitltersoever tliey turn themselt·es there is 
the Face of Allah" .1 So, then, there is no divinity but HE ; 
for "divinity" is an expression by which is connoted that 
towards \\'hich all faces are "directed " 2 in worship and in 
confession that He is Deity ; by which I mean the faces of the 
hearts of men, for they verily are lights and spirits. Kay, 
more, just as " there is no deity but He ", so there is no lteity 
but He, [23] for "he" is an expression for something which 
one can imlicate ; but in every and any case we can but 
indicate Hnr. Every time you indicate anything, your 
indication is, in reality, to Him, even though through your 
ignorance of the truth of truths which we have mentioned 
you know it not. Just as one cannot point to, indicate, 
sunlight but only the sun, so the relation of the sum of things to 

1 S. 2, 115, sec 144, 149, 150. 
2 t:h.'s pie"c of amateur etymology here, by whirh he appears to derive 

the root '/It (''god") from the root zcly ("turn"), is about ns absurd as 
my at tempt tu suggest it in the English. 
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Allah is, in the visible analogue, as the relation of light to 
the sun. Therefore " There is no deity but ALLAH " is the 
Many's declaration of Unity : that of the Few is " There is 
no he but HE " ; the former is more general, but the latter is 
more particular, more comprehensive, more exact, and more apt 
to give him who declares it entrance into the pure and absolute 
Oneness and Onliness. This kingdom of the One-and-Onliness 
is the ultimate point of mortals' Ascent : there is no ascending 
stage beyond it ; for " ascending" involves plurality, being 
a sort of relativity involving two stages, an ascent from and 
an ascent to. But when Plurality has been eliminated, 
Unity is established, relation is effaced, all indication from 
"here" to "there" falls away, and there remains neither 
height nor depth, nor anyone to fare up or down. The upward 
Progress, the Ascent of the soul, then becomes impossible, .for 
there is no height beyond the Highest, no plurality alongside 
of the One, and, now that plurality has terminated, no Ascent 
for the soul. If there be, indeed, any change, it is by way of 
the " Descent into the Lowest Heaven ", the radiation from 
above downwards; for the Highest, though It may haYe no 
higher, has a lower. This is the goal of goals, the last object 
of spiritual search, known of him who knows it, denied by 
him who is ignorant of it. It belongs to that knowledge 
which is according to the form of the hidden thing, and which 
no one knoweth save the Learned 1 in Allah. If, there
fore, they utter it, it is only denied by the Ignorant 
of Him. 

There is no improbability in the explanation given by these 
Learned to this " Descent into the Lowest Heaven ", [24] 
namely, that it is the descent of an Angel; though one of 
those Gnostics 2 has, indeed, fancied a less probable explana
tion. He, immersed as he was in the divine One-and-Onliness , 
said that Allah has " a descent into the lowest heaven " and 

' that this descent is If is descent, in order to use physical 
s.enses, and to set in motion bodily limbs ; and that He is the 

1 ('f. s. 3, 7. 2 Al-Jialliij. 
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one indicated in the Tradition in which the Prophet says, 
" I have become His hearing whereby He lzwreth, His vision 
whereby He seeth, His tongue wherewith He speaketh." 1 

Now if the Prophet was Allah's hearing and vision and tongue, 
then Alliih and He alone is the Hearer, the Seer, the Speaker ; 
and He is the one indicated in His own word to 1.\Ioses, " I teas 
sick, and thou 1·isitedst J.l[ E not." 2 According to this, the 
bodily movements of this Confessor of the divine Unity are 
from the lowest heaven; his sensations from a heaven next 
above; and his intelligence from the heaven next above that. 
From that heaven of the intelligence he fares upward to the 
limit of the Ascension of created things, the kingdom of the 
One-and~Onliness, a sevenfold way ; thereafter "setlleth he 
himself on the throne" of the divine Unity, and therefrom 
"taketh command" 3 throughout his storied heavens. \Yell 
might one, in looking upon such an one, apply to him the 
saying, "Allah created Adam after the image of the lllercljul 
One " ; until, after contemplating that word more deeply, he 
becomes aware that it has an interpretation like t.hose other 
words, "I am the ONE REAL," "Glory be to nh:!" 4 or th0se 
sayings of the Prophet, that Alliih said, "I 1cas sick and thou 
visitedst .!.liE not," and " I am His hea-ring, and His dsion, and 
His tongue ". But I see fit now to draw rein in this 
exposition, for I think that you cannot bear more of this 
sort than the amount which I have now communicated. 

8. The Relation of these Lights to ALLAH : Simpler 
Illustrations and Explanations 

It may well be that you will not rise to the height of these 
words, for all your pains; it may be that for au: your pains 
you will come Hhort. of it after all. Here, then, is something 
that lies nearer your understanding, and nearer your weakness. 

1 .-\ saying rPportctl hy 11m "\<lham, d. 1 iO. 
0 ~ec :-it. :\!at t. xxv. 
3 Ar. al amr. f:iee on p. [i:i5j, Introduction, pp. 18-::!::!. Or," eontrollcth 

thing;s." .-\n<l s<·e ~. :12, ;i. 

I :\J., p. [l!J]. 

;j 
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The meaning of the doctrine that AI!iih is (25] the Light of 
Heavens and Earth may be understood in relation to 
phenomenal, visible light. When you see hues of spring-the 
tender green, for example-in the full light of day, you enter
tain no doubt but that you arc looking on colours, and very 
likely you suppose that you are looking on nothing else 
alongside of them. As though you should say, " I see nothing 
alongside of the green." l\Iany have, in fact, obstinately 
maintained this. They have asserted that light is a meaning
less term, and that there 1·s nothing but colour with the colours. 
Thus they denied the existence of the light, although it was the 
most manifest of all things-how should it not be so, considering 
that through it alone all things become manifest ? , for it is the 
thing that is itself visible and makes visible, as we said before. 
But, when the sun sank, and heaven's lamp Jisappearecl from 
sight, and night's shadow fell, then apprehended these men 
the m~istencc of an essential difiercnce between inherent shadow 
and inherent light ; and they confessed that light is a form 
that lies behind all colour, and is apprehended with colour, 
insomuch that, so to speak, through its intense union with 
the colours it is not apprehended, and through its intense 
obviousness it is invisible. And it may he that this \"cry 
intensity is the direct cause of its invisibility, for things that 
go beyond one extreme pass onr to the extreme opposite. 

If this is clear to you, you must further know that those 
endowed with this Insight ne,·cr sa,,· a single object without 
seeing Allah along with it. It may be that one of them went 
further than this and said, " I have ne,·cr seen a single object, 
but I first saw Allah " ; for some of them only sec objects 
through and in Allah, while others first sec objects and then 
see Allidt in and through those objects. It is to the first 
class that the Koran alludes to in the words, "Doth it not 
:;l!fficc that thy Lord scrth all ? " 1 an(l to the second in the 
words, " ll"e shall shew thrJII. o1tr signs in all t!te 1/"0rld and in 
tlwlllsclccs.'" 1 For the fir:;t class I~GJ lw,\·c the direct intuition 

I S. -11, ;i3. 
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of Allah, and the second infer Him from His works. 
The former is the rank of the Saint-Friends of God, the latter 
of the Learned " who are stablished in knowledge ".1 After 
these two grades there remains nothing exceFt that of the 
careless, on whose faces is the veil. 

Thus you see that just as everything is manifest to man"s 
Sight by means of light, so e\·erything is manifest to man's 
Insight by means of Alliih ; for He is u·ith everything every 
moment and by Him docs everything appear. But here the 
analogy ceases, and we have a radical difference; namely, 
that phenomenal light can be conceincl of as disappearing 
with the sinking of the sun, and as assuming a veil in order 
that shadow may appear: while the divine light, which is the 
condition of all appearance, cannot be conceived as dis
appearmg. That sun can never set ! It abides for e\·er with 
all things. Thus the method of difference (as a method for 
the demonstration of the Existence of God from His works) 
is not at our disposal. Were the disappearance of A.Wih 
conceivable, heaven and earth would fall to ruin, and thence, 
through LliHerencc, would be apprehended an effect which 
would simultaneously compel the re,cognition of the Cause 
\\·hereby all things appearetl. But, as it is, all Kature remains 
the same and invariable to our sight because of the unity of its 
Creator, for " all things arc singing His praise " 2 (not some 
things) at all times (not sometimes) ; and thus the method 
of diHerence is eliminated, and the way to the knowledge of 
God is obscured. For the most manifest way to the knowledge 
of things is by their contraries : the thing that possesses no 
contrary and no oppm;ite, its feature; being always exactly 
alike when you are looking at it, will very likely elude your 
notice altogether. In this case its obscureness result.s from 
its very ob,·ionsness, and its elusivcnc.;s from the very racliance 
of its brightness. Then glory to Him who hides Himf;clf 
from IIi~ own ercation by His utter manifestncst;, and is 

1 ~- 3, li. 2 Sec S. 17, 44. 
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veiled from their gaze through the very effulgence of His 
own light! 

But it may be that not even this teaching is intelligible 
to some limited intelligences, [27] who from our statement 
(that " Allah is with everything ", as, the light is with every
thing) will understand that He is in every place. Too high 
and holy is He to be related to place! So far from starting 
this vain imagining, we assert to you that He is prior to 
everything, and above everything, and that He makes every
thing manifest. N"ow manifester is inseparable from 
manifer,tecl, subjectively, in the cognition of the thinker ; 
and this is what we mean by saying that Allii.h accompanies 
or is " with " everything. You know, further, that manifester 
is prior to, and above, manifested, though He be " with " 
it ; but he is " with " it from one aspect, and " above " it 
from another. You are not to suppose, therefore, that there 
i> here any contradiction. Or, consider, how in the world of 
sense, which is the highest to which your knowledge can rise, 
the motion of vour hand aoes "with" the motion of its shadow 

J b ' 

and yet is prior to it as well. And whoeYer has not wit enough 
to see this, ought to abandon these researches altogether ; for 

"To eYcry science its own people ; 
And each man finds easy that fol' which he has been 

Cl'catctl apt." 

PAnT II.-THE SCIENCE OF SY:\InOLIS:\f 

PROLEGO:\IEX.\ TO THE EXPLAX.\TIO~ OF TilE SY:'IlilOLIS:\1 

or~ THE Krr.nE, TIIE L.\~Ir, TilE GLASS, THE TnEE, TilE 

OIL, ,\:\D TilE FIRE 

The exposition of this symbolism ill\·olves, first of all, two 
cardinal com;idemtions, which afi"onl limitless scope f0r 
investigation, but to whieh I shall merely allude w~r.r briefly 
here. 

First, the science and method of symbolism ; the way in 
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which the spirit of the ideal form 1 is captured by the mould 
of the symbol ; the mutual relationship of the two ; the inner 
nature of this correspondence between the world of Sense 
(which supplies the clay of the moulds, the material of the 
symbolism) and the world of the Realm Supernal from which 
the Ideas descencl.2 

Second, the gradations of the several spirits of our mortal 
clay, and the degree [28] of light possessed by each. For 
we treat of tlus latter symbolism in order to explain the former. 

I. TnE OuTWARD AND THE INWARD IN SYi\IDDLISlii : 

TYPE A~D A~TITYPE 

The world is Two Worlds, spiritual and material, or, if 
you will, a World Sensual and a \Vorld Intelligential ; or 
again, if you will, a W oriel Supernal anC. a World Inferior. 
All these expressions arc near each other, and the difference 
between them is merely one of view-point. If you regard the 
two worlds in themselves, you use the first expression ; if 
in respect of the organ which apprehends them, the second ; 
if in respect of their mutual relationship, the third. You may, 
perhaps, also term them the World of Dominance and Sense
perception, and, the World of the Unseen and the Realm 
Supernal. It were no man·el if the student of the realities 
underlying the terminology were puzzled by the multiplicity 
of these terms, and imagined a corresponding multiplicity of 
ideas. But he to whom the realities beneath the terms are 
disclosed makes the ideas primary and the terms secondary : 
while inferior minds take the opposite course. To them the 
term is the source from which the reality proceeds. \Ve have 
an allu~ion to these two types of mind in the Koran, " Whether 
is the more rightly gnided, he who walks with his face bent dou)n, 
or he u·lw 1calks in a straight lV ay, erect ~ " 3 

1 Or Idea= ioia, in practically the Platonic sense. 
2 (By Ghazztili.) In this Light. Verse, in Ibn Mas'iid's reading, the words 

"in the heart of the believer" follow the words "of His light". And 
Ubayy b. Ka•b's, instead of "the similitude of His light", has "the 

:similitude of the light of the heart of him who believes is like", etc. 
3 s. 6i, 92. 
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1. The Two Worlds: their types and antitypes 
Such is the idea of the Two Worlds. And the next thing 

for you to know is, that the supernal world of " the Realm " 
is a world invisible, for it is invisible 'to the majority of men ; 
and the world of our senses is the world of perception, because 
it is perceived of all. This \Vorld Sensual is the point from 
which we ascend to [29] the world Intelligential ; and, but 
for this connexion between the two, and their reciprocal 
relationship, the Way upward to the higher sphere would be 
barred. And were this upward way impossible, then would the 
Progress to the Presence Dominica! and the ncar approach to 
AWih be impossible too. For no man shall approach near 
unto Allah, unless his foot stand at the Yery centre of the 
Fold of the DiYine Holiness. X ow by this World of the 
"Divine Holiness" we mean the world that transcends the 
apprehension of the senses and the imagination. And it is in 
respect of the la\v of that world-the law that the soul which 
is a stranger to it neither goeth out therefrom, nor entereth 
therein-that we call it the Fold of the Di,·ine Holiness and 
Transcendence. And the human spirit, which is the channel 
of the manifestations of this Transcendence, may Le perhaps 
called "the Holy Valle.'/ ". 1 

Again, this Fold comprise;; lesser folds, some of which 
penetrate more deeply than others into the ideas of the 
DiYine Holiness. But the term Fold embraces all the 
gradations of the lesser ones; for you must not suppose that 
these terms are enigma~;, unintelligible t') men of Insight. 
But I cannot pursue the subject further, for I sec that my 
preoccupation with citing and explaining all this terminology 
is turning me from my theme. It is for you to apply yourself 
now to the study of the terms. 

To return to the subject we were discussing: the Yisible wo,·Jd 
is, as we said, the point of departure up to the world of the 
Realm Supernal ; and the " Pilgrim's Progress of the Straight 
Way" 2 is an expression for that upward course, which may 

I S. 20, 1:!. 2 Sec S. I, 4. 
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also be expressed by " The Faith ", "the l\Iansions of Right 
Guidance ". \Yere there no relation between the two worlds, 
no inter-connexion at all, then all upward progress would be 
inconceivable from one to the other. Therefore, the divine 
mercy gave to the \Vorld Visible a correspondence with the 
\Yorld of the Realm Supernal, and for this reason there is not 
a single thing in this world of sense that it not a symbol of 
something in yonder one. It mPT well hap that some one 
thing in this world may symbolize several things in the World 
of the Realm Supernal, and equally well that some one thing 
in the latter may have several symbols [30) in the World 
Visible. We call a thing typical or symbolic when-it resembles 
aml corresponds to its antitype under some aspect. 

A complete enumeration of these symbols would invoh·e our 
exhausting the whole of the existing things in both of the Two 
\Yorlds ! Such a ta~>k our mortal powers can never fulfil ; 
our human faculties have not s~tfficed to comprehend it in the 
past ; mHl with our little lives we cannot expounrl it fully in 
the present. The utmo;;t I can do is to explain to you a single 
example. The greater may then be infcrrccl from the less ; 
for the door of research into the mysteries of tl:is kno>Yledge 
will then lie open to you. 

2. An Exarnpl~ of Symbolism, from the Story 
of Abr~ham in the Kor::1n 

Listen now. If the Worlcl of the Realm Supernal contains 
Light-suLstancer;, l•igh awl lofty, callecl " Angels ", from whl.ch 
substances the va1 ions lights arc effused upon :the various 
mortal spi1its, and by reason of which these angels arc called 
"lords'', then is Alll"th "Lon! of lords", anu these lords \Yill 
have differing gracles of luminousness. The symbols, then, 
of these in the .-i:-;ible worlcl will be, pre-e1:1inently, the Sun, 
the }loon, anu the Stars. And the Pilgrim of the Way rises 
first of all to a degree correspomling to that of a star. The 
effulgence of that star's light appears to him. It is disclosed 
to him that the entire world beneath adores its influence and 
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the effulgence of its light. And so, because of the very 
beauty and superbness of the thing. he is made aware of 
something which cries aloud saying, "This is my Lord!" 1 

He passes on ; and as he becomes conscious of the light-degree 
next above it, namely, that symbolized by the moon, lo ! in 
the aerial canopy he beholds that star set, to wit, in com
parison with its superior; and he saith, "Nought that setteth 
do I adore ! " And so he rises till he arrives at last at the 
degree symbolized by the sun. This, again, he sees is greater 
and higher than the former, but nevertheless admits of com
parison therewith, in virtue of a relationship between the two. 
[31] But to bear relationship to what is imperfect carries with 
it imperfection-the " setting" of our allegory. And by 
reason thereof he s1ith : " I have turned my face unto That 
Wlw made the heavens and the earth! I am a true believer, and 
not of those who associate otlter gods with Allah ! " Now what 
is meant to be conveyed by this" THAT 'Vno" is the vaguest 
kind of indication, destitute of all relation or comparison. 
For, were anyone to ask, " 'Vhat is the symbol comparable 
with or corresponding to this That ? " no answer to the 
question could be conceived. Now He 'Vho transcends all 
relations is ALLin, the ONE REALITY. Thus, when certain 
Arabs once asked the Apostle of God, "To what may we relate 
Allah? " this reply was revealed, "Say, He, Allah is on~! 
His days are neither ended nor be.r;un; neither is He a father 
nor a son ; and none is lil.:e unto Him, no not one " 2 ; 

the meaning of which verse is simply that He transcends 
relation. Again, when Pharaoh said to l\Ioses : " What, pray, 
is the Lord of the Universe? " as though demanding to know 
His essence, l\Ioses, in his reply, merely indicated His works, 
because these were clearer to the mind of his interrogator ; 
and answered, " The Lord of the heavens and the earth." 3 

But Pharaoh said to his courtiers, " lia! marked ye that ! " 

1 See for this whole passage S. 6, 75-8. 2 S. 112. 
3 For this passage see S. 26, 2-!-7, and for the whole thought compare 

pp. L54, 55J. 
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as though objecting to Moses' evasion of his demand to be 
told Allah's essential nature. Then Moses said, " Your Lord, 
and your first fathers' Lord." Pharaoh then set him down as 
insane. He had demanded an analogue, for the description 
of the divine Essence, and Moses replied to him from His 
works. And so Pharaoh said, " Your prophet who has been 
sent you is insane." 

3. Fundamental Examples of Symbolism: especially 
from the Story of Moses in the Koran 

Let us now return to the pattern we selected for illustrating 
the symbolic method. The science of the Interpretation of 
Visions determines for us the value of each kind of symbol ; 
for " Vision is a part of Prophecy ". It is clear, is it not, 
that the sun, when seen in a vision, must be interpreted by 
a Sovereign l\Ionarch, because of their mutual resemblance 
and their share in a common spiritual idea, to wit, sovereignty 
over all, and the emanation or effusion of influence and light 
on to all. The antitype of the moon will be that Sovereign's 
l\Iinister ; for it is through the moon that the sun sheds his 
light on the world in its own absence ; and even so, it is through 
his own l\Iinister that the Sovereign [32] makes his influence 
felt by subjects who never beheld the royal person. Again, 
the dreamer who sees himself with a ring on his finger with 
which he seals the mouths of men and the secrets of women, 
is told that the sign means the early Call to Prayer in the 
month of Ramadan.l Again, for one who sees himself pouring 
olive oil into an olive-tree the interpretation is that the slave
girl he hcs wedded is his mother, unrecognized by him. But 
it is impossible to exhaust the different ways by which symbols 
of this description may be interpreted, and I cannot set myself 
the task of enumerating them. I can merely say that just 
as certain beings of the Spirit--World Supernal are symbolized 
by Sun, l\Ioon, and Stars, others may be typified by different 

1 Because after the idhiin, just before morning, food and sexual inter
course are fasted from till the next. sunset. 
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symbols, when the point of connexion is some characteristic 
other than light. 

For example, if among those beings of that Spirit-World 
there be something that is fixed and unchangeable; great and 
never diminishing; from which the waters of knowledge, the 
excellencies of revelations, issue into the heart, even as waters 
.vell out into a valley ; It would be symbolized by the 
1llountain.1 Further, if the beings that are the recipients of 
those excellencies are of diverse grades, they would be 
symbolised by the Valley; and if those excellencies, on reaching 
the hearts of men, pass from heart to heart, these hearts are 
also symbolized by Valleys. 2 The head of the Valley will 
represent the hearts of Prophet, Saint, and Doctor, followed 
by those who come after them. So, then, if these valleys arc 
lower than the first one, and arc watered from it, then that 
first one will certainly be the "Right" Valley, 3 because of its 
signal rightness 4 and superiority. And finally will come 
the lowest valley which receives its w11ter from the last and 
lowest level of that "Right" V:.:.llcy, and is accoruingly 
watered from " tlt:J margin of the Right Valley", 5 not [33] 
from its deepest part and centre. 

But if the spirit of a prophet is typified by a lighted Lamp, 
lit by means of Inspiration (" JVe have inspired thee u·ith (a) 
Spirit from Our JlOlcer "),6 then the symbol of the source of 
that kindlinrr is Fire. If some of those \\·ho derive knowlctlrre o e 

from the prophets liYe hy a merely traditional acceptance of 
what they are told, and others by a gift of insight, then the 
symbol for the former, who inn;stigat.e nothing, is a Fire
brand or a Torch or a Jlicteor; while the man of spiritual 
experience, who has therefore something in some sort common 
with the prophets, is accordingly sy:nboli?;ed by the Warming 

1 s. 28, 2!1, 46. 
: S. 13, lS. 
3 8. 2S, 30. Sec S. 10, ;)3, arvl 20, SZ. 
• Ghazziili here plays on the word ay111an, the root of which means 

cle.r/ a or fcli.•. 
, S. 28, 30. G S. 4:', ;)J. 
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of Fire, for a man is not warmed by hearing about fire but 
by being elm;-! to it. 

If the first stage of prophets is their translation into the 
World of Holy Transcendence away from the disturbances of 
senses and imagination, that stage is symbolized by "the 
Holy Valley.". 1 And if that Holy Valley may not be trodden 
save after the doffing of the Two Worlds (that is, this world 
and the world beyond) and the soul's turning of her face 
towards the One Real (for this world and the world beyond 
are co-relatives and both are accidentia of the human light
substance, and can be doffed at one time and donned at 
another), then the symbol of the putting-off of these Two 
Worlds is the doffing of his two sandals by the pilgrim to 
l\'Iekka,2 what time he changes his worldly garments for the 
pilgrim's robe and faces towards the holy Kaaba. 

Nay, but let us now translate ourselves to the Presence 
Dominica! once more, and speak of its symbols. If that 
Presence hath something whereby the several divine sciences 
are engraven on the tablets of hearts susceptible to them, that 
something will be symbolized by the Pen.3 That within those 
hearts whereon these things are engraYccl will be typified by 
the Tablet, 4 Book,5 and Scroll.6 [34:] If there be, above the 
pen that writes, something which constrains it to service, 
its type will be the Hand.' If the Presence which embraces 
Hanel and Tablet, Pen and Book, is constituted according to 
a definite order, It will be typified by the Form or lnJage.8 

And if the human form has ·its definite order, after that 
likeness, then is it created "in the Image, the Form, of the 
~Merciful One". Kow there is a difference between saying, 
" In the image of the 111·ercljttl One," and, "In the image of 
Allah." For it was the Di \'inc Mercy that n caused the image 
of the Divine Presence to be in that " Image ". And then 

1 S. 20, 12, nne! 7!l, 16. 
4 S. 85, 22, nnd 7, 4-l. 
; s. 48, 3li. 
"Seen. I, p. ili. 

2 s. 20, 12. 3 s. 68. 
• S. 2, I. 6 S. 23, 3. 
s s. 82, 8 : cf. 64, 3. 
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Allah, out of his grac_e and nzercy, gave to Adam a summary 
" image " or " form ", embracing every genus and species in 
the whole world, insomuch that it was as if Adam were all 
that was in the world, or were the summarized copy of the 
world. And Adam's form-this summarized "image" 
was inscribed in the handwriting of Allah, so that Adam is 
the Divine handwriting, which is not the ~haracters of letters 
(for His Handwriting transcends both characters and letters, 
even as his Word transcends sound and syllables, and His Pen 
transcends Reed and Steel, and His Hand transcends flesh 
and bone). Now, but for this mercy, every son of Adam 
would haYe been powerless to know his Sovereign-Lord; for 
" only he who knows himself knows his Lord ". This, then, 
being an effect of the divine mercy, it was " in the image 
of the Merciful One", not" in the image of Allah", that Adam 
was created. So, then, the Presence of the Godhead is not 
the same as the Presence of The Merciful One, nor as the 
Presence of The Kingship, nor as the Presence of the Sovereign
Lordship; for which reason He commanded us to invoke 
the protection of all these Presences severally. "Say, I 
inroke the JJrolection of the Lard of mnnkind, the King of 
mankind, the Deity of IIH'nkind ! " 2 If this idea did not 
underlie the expression [35] "Alliih created man in the image 
of the i.\Ierciful ", the words woulcl be linguistically incorrect ; 
they should then haYe run, "after His image." 3 But the 
words, according to Bokhari, run, ·' After the image of the 
:\Ierciful.'' 

But as the distinction between the Presence of the Kingship 
and the Presence of the Lordship call for a long exposition, 
we must pass on, and be content with the foregoing specimen 
of the symbolic method. For indeed it is a shoreless sea. 

But if you arc conscious of a certain repulsion from this 

1 There must. I think, be some corruption in the text here. I suggest 

rPading :.:,L .. .> for k. 
• 1....;1 

2 s. 114. 3 .-\nd so they are quoted on p. (7 ]. 
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symbolism, you may comfort yourself by the text, " He sent 
down from heaven rain, and it flowed in the valleys, according 
to their capacity " 1 ; for the commentaries on this text tell 
us that the Water here is knowledge, and the Valleys are the 
hearts of men. 

4. The Permanent Validity of the Outward and 
Visible Sign 

Pray do not assume from this specimen of symbolism and 
its method that you have any licence from me to ignore the 
outward and visible form, or to believe that it has been 
annulled ; as though, for example, I had asserted that Moses 
had not really shoes on, or did not really hear himself addressed 
by the words, " Put thy shoes from off thy feet." 2 God forbid ! 
The annulment of the outward and visible sign is the tenet 
of the Spiritualists (Bt'i{iniyya), who looked, utterly one
sidedly, at one world, the Unseen, and were grossly ignorant 
of the balance that exists between it and the Seen. This 
aspect they wholly failed to understand. Similarly, annul
ment of the inward and invisible. meaning is the opinion of 
the Materialists (lfasllawiyya). In other words, whoever 
abstracts and isolates the outward from the whole is a 
1\Iaterialist, and whoever abstracts the inward is a Spiritualist, 
while he who joins the two together is catholic, perfect. For 
this reason the Prophet said, " The Koran has an outward 
and an inward, an ending and a beginning " (a Tradition 
which is, however, possibly traceable to •Ali, as its pedigree 
stops short at his name). I assert, on the contrary, that l\Ioses 
understood from the command " Put off thy shoes " the Doffing 
of the Two Worlds, and obeyed the commanQ. literally by 
putting off his two sandals, and spiritually by putting off 
the Two Worlds. Here you just have this cross-relation 
between the two, [36] the crossing oYer from one to the 
other, from outward word to inward idea. The difference 
between the true and false pcsitions may be thus illustrated. 

l s. 13, 19. 2 s. 20, 12. 
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One man hears the word of the Prophet, " The angels of Allah 
enter not a house wherein is a dog or a picture," and yet 
keeps a dog in the house, because, he says, "The outward 
sense is not what was meant ; but the Prophet only meant, 
'Turn the dog of Wrath out of the house of the Heart, because 
Wrath hinders the knowledge which comes from the Lights 
Angelical ; for anger is the demon of the heart.' " While 
the other first carries out the command literally, and then 
says, " Dog is not dog because of his visible form, but because 
of the inner idea of dog-ferocity, ravinousness. If my house, 
which is the abode of my person, of my body, must be kept 
clear of doggishness in concrete form, how much more must 
the house of my heart, which is the abode of man's true and 
proper essence, be kept clear of doggishness in spiritual 
idea ! " The man, in fact, who combines the two things, 
he is the perfect-man; which is what is meant when it is 
said, " The perfect man is the one who does not let the light 
of his knowledge quench the light of his reverence.'' In the 
same way he is never seen permitting himself to ignore one 
single ordinance of religion, for all the perfection of his 
spiritual Insight. Such a thing is grievous e~ror ; an example 
of which is the evil which befel some myst1cs, who called it 
lawful to put-by literal prescriptions of the Shariat as you 

roll up awl put-by a carpet; insomuch t~at one of them 
. t far as to give up the ordmance of prayer, 

J;crhaps ''en so · 1 · h 
. th that he was always at prayer m us eart ! 

saymg, fors~o ' f the error of those fools of Antinomians 
h" ·s ddierent rom . . 

Butt 1S 1 .fl -·tl sophisms hke the saymg of one, 
. ) ·l o tn e " 1 l ' " 

(lbrJ)nyya " 1 d f works " · or of another, ·The 
-l I o nee o our , 

"Alla 1 1as 11 . f ·I ·chit cannot possibly be cleansed," 
. f Jl f VICeS rom \\ ll 

heart IS n ° · d . . to eradicate anger and lulit, because 
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[37 . [ t] (1 ) commanded to eradicate them. 
h believes he IS no . l fi 

e . tl follies of fools ; but, as for t 1e rst-
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To return to our discussion of " the Putting-off of the 
Shoes". The outward word wakens one to the inward 
l?ignification, the Putting-off of the Two Worlds. The out
ward symbol is a real thing, and its application to the inward 
meaning is a real truth. Every real thing has its corresponding 
real truth. Those who have realized this are the souls who 
have a~tained the degree of the Transparent Glass (we shall 
see the meaning of this presently). For the Imagination, 
which supplies, so to speak, tl1e clay from which the symbol 
is formed, is hard and gross ; it conceals the secret meanings ; 
it is interposed between you and the unseen lights. But 
once let it be clarified, and it becomes like transparent glass, 
and no longer keeps out the light, but on the contrary becomes 
a light-conductor, nay, that which keeps that light from being 
put out by gusts of wind. The story of the Transparent 
Glass, however, is coming ; meanwhile, remember that the 
gross lower world of the imagination became to the Prophets 
of God like a transparent " glass " shade and " a niche for 
lights "; a strainer, filtering clear the divine secrets; a stepping
stone to the ·world Supernal. Whereby we may know that 
the visible symbol is real: and behind it lies a mystery. 
The same holds good with the symbols of " the l\Iountain ", 
"the Fire", and the rest. 

5. Another example of this. Two-sided ~nd Equal 
Validity 

"l1en the Prophet said, "I saw Abdul-Ral)miin enter 
Paradise era wling," you are not to suppose that he did not 
see him thus with his own eyes. No, awake he saw him, as 
a sleeper might see him in a dream, even though the person 
of Abdul-Ral.nnan b. 'Awf was at the time agleep in his house. 
[38] The only effect of sleep in this and similar visiong is to 
suppress the authority of the senses O\·er the soul, which is 
the inward light divine; for the senses preoccupy the soul, 
drag it back to the Sense-world, and turn a man's face away 
from the world of the Invisible and of the Realm Supernal. 
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One man hears the word of the Prophet, " The angels of Allah 
enter not a house wherein is a dog or a picture," and yet 
keeps a dog in the house, because, he says, "The outward 
sense is not what was meant; but the Prophet only meant, 
'Turn the dog of Wrath out of the house of the Heart, because 
Wrath hinders the knowledge which comes from the Lights 
Angelical ; for anger is the demon of the heart.' " While 
the other first carries out the command literally, and then 
says, " Dog is not dog because of his visible form, but because 
of the inner idea of dog-ferocity, ravinousness. If my house, 
which is the abode of my person, of my body, must be kept 
clear of doggishness in concrete form, how much more must 
the house of my heart, which is the abode of man's true and 
proper essence, be kept clear of doggishness in spiritual 
idea ! " The man, in fact, who combines the two things, 
he is the perfect-man; which is what is meant when it is 
said, " The perfect man is the one who does not let the light 
of his knowledge quench the light of his reverence." In the 
same way he is never seen permitting himself to ignore one 
single ordinance of religion, for all the perfection of his 
spiritual Insight. Such a thing is grievous error ; an example 
of which is the evil which befel some mystics, who called it 
lawful to put-by literal prescriptions of the Shariat as you 
roll up and put-by a carpet ; insomuch that one of them 
perhaps went so far as to give up the ordinance of prayer, 
saying, forsooth, that he was always at prayer in his heart ! 
But this is different from the error of those fools of Antinomians 
(lba)ziyya) who trifle with sophisms, like the saying of one, 
"Allah has no need of our works " ; or of another, •: The 
heart is full of vices from which it cannot possibly be cleansed,'' 
[37] and did not e,·en desire to eradicate anger and lust, because 
he believes he is [not](?) commanded to eradicate them. 
These last, .verily, are the follies of fools ; bu~. as for the first
named error, it reminds one of the stumble of a high-bred 
horse, the error of a mystic whom the devil has diverted from 
the way and " drawn him tcitlt delusion as u·ith cords ".1 

1 s. 7, 21. 
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To return to our discussion of " the Putting-off of the 
Shoes ". The outward word wakens one to the inward 
~ignification, the Putting-off of the Two Worlds. The out
ward symbol is a real thing, llnd its application to the inward 
meaning is a real truth. Every real thing has its corresponding 
real truth. Those who have realized this are the souls who 
have a~tained the degree of the Transparent Glass (we shall 
see the meaning of this presently). For the Imagination, 
which supplies, so to speak, tl1e clay from which the symbol 
is formed, is hard and gross ; it conceals the secret meanings ; 
it is interposed between you and the unseen lights. But 
once let it be clarified, and it becomes like transparent glass, 
and no longer keeps out the light, but on the contrary becomes 
a light-conductor, nay, that which keeps that light from being 
put out by gusts of wind. The story of the Transparent 
Glass, however, is coming ; meanwhile, remember that the 
gross lower world of the imagination became to the Prophets 
of God like a transparent " glass " shade and " a niche for 
lights"; a strainer, filtering clear the divine secrets; a stepping
stone to the World Supernal. Whereby we may know that 
the visible symbol is real: and behind it lies a mystery. 
The same holds good with the symbols of " the l\Iountain ", 
"the Fire", and the rest. 

5. Another example of this. Two-sided ~nd Equal 
Validity 

'When the Prophet said, "I saw Abdul-Ral.1miin enter 
Paradise crawling," you are not to suppose that he did not 
see him thus with his own eyes. Ko, awake he saw him, as 
a sleeper might see him in a dream, even though the person 
of Abclul-Ral.nniin b. 'Awf was at the time asleep in his house. 
[38] The only effect of sleep in this and similar visions is to 
suppress the authority of the senses O\·er the soul, which is 
the inward light divine ; for the senses preoccupy the soul, 
urag it back to the Sense-world, and turn a man's face away 
from the world of the Invisible and of the Realm Supernal. 
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But, with the suppression of sense, some of the lights 
prophetical may become clarified and prevail, inasmuch as 
the senses are no longer dragging the soul back to their own 
world, nor occupying their whole attention. And so it sees 
in waking what others see in sleep. But, if it has attained 
absolute perfection, it is not limited to apprehending the 
visible form merely; it passes direct from that to the inner 
idea, and it is disclosed to such an one that faith is drawing 
the soul qf an Abdul-Ral}man to the World Above (described 
by the word "Paradise"), while wealth and riches are drawing 
it down to this present life, the World Below. If the influences 
which draw it to the preoccupations of this world are more 
stubborn than those which draw it to the other world, the 
soul is wholly turned away from its journey to Paradise. 
But if the attraction of faith is stronger, the soul is merely 
occasioned difficulty, or retarded, in its course, and the symbol 
for this in the world of sense is a crawl. It is thus that 
mysteries are shown forth from behind the crystal trans
parencies of the imagination. Nor is this limited to the 
Prophet's judgment about Abdul-Ral).man only, though it was 
only him he saw at that time. He passes judgment therein 
on every man whose spiritual vision is strong, whose faith is 
firm, but whose wealth has so much multiplied that it 
threatens to crowd out his faith, only failing to do so because 
the power of that faith more than counterbalances it. This 
example illustrates to you the way in which prophets used 
to see concrete objects, and have immediate vision of the 
spiritual ideas behind them. l\Iost frequently the idea is 
presented to their direct inward vision first, and then looks 
down from thence on to [39] the imaginative spirit and 
receives the imprint of some concrete object, analogous to the 
idea. What is conferred by inspiration in waking vision needs 
explanation, just as what is conferred by inspiration m 
sJeeping vision or dreams needs interpretation.1 

1 (Xote, by Ghazz1ili.) The proportion borne by dreams to the other 
characteristics of prophcthood is as one to forty.six. That borne by 
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II. THE PsYCHOLOGY oF THE HuMAN SouL : ITS FrvE 

FACULTIES OR SPIRITS 

The gradations of human Spirits Luminous ; in knowing 
which we may know the symbolism of the Light-Verse in the 
Koran. 

The first of these is the sensory spirit. ~his is the recipient 
of the information brought in by the senses ; for it is the 
root and origin of the animal spirit, and constitutes the 
differentia of the animal genus. It is found in the infant 
at the breast. 

The second is the imaginative spirit.1 This is the recorder 
of the information conveyed by the senses. It keeps that 
information filed and ready to hand, so as to prt>sent it to 
the ~.ntelligential spirit above it, when the information is 
called for. It is not found in the infant at the beginning of 
its evolution. This is why an infant wants to get hold of 
a thing when he sees it, while he forgets about it when it is 
out of his sight. No conflict of desire arises in his soul for 
something out of sight until he gets a little older, when he 
begins to cry for it and asks to have it, because its image is 
still with him, preserved in his imagination. This faculty 
is possessed by some, but not all animals. It is not found, 
for example, in the moth which perishes in the flame. [ 40] 
The moth makes for the flame, because of its desire for the 
sunlight, and, thinking that the flame is a window opening 
to the sunlight, it hurries on to the flame, and injures itself. 
Yet, if it flies on into the dark, back it comes again, time after 
time. Now had it the mnemonic spirit, which gives permanence 
to the sensation of pain that is conveyed by the tactile sense, 
it would not :::eturn to the flame after being hurt once by it. 
On the other hand, the dog that has received one whipping 
runs away whenever it sees the stick again. 

waldng vision has a greater ratio-as one to three, I believe, for it has been 
revealed to us that the prophetic characteristics fall definitely into three 
categories, and of these three one is waking vision. 

1 Aristotle's .pavTacrla. 

6 
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Third, the intelligential spirit.1 This apprehends ideas 
beyond the spheres of sense and imagination. It is the 
specifically human faculty. It is not found in the lower 
animals, nor yet in children. The objects of its apprehension 
are axioms of necessary and universal application, as we 
mentioned in the section in which the light of intelligence 
was given precedence over that of the eye. 

Fourth, the discursive spirit.2 This takes the data of pure 
reason and combines them, arranges them as premissPs, and 
deduces from them infonning knowledge. Then it takes, 
for example, two conclusions thus learned, combines them 
again, and learns a fresh conclusion ; and so goes on multi
plying itself ad infinitum. 

Fifth, the transcendental prophetic spirit. This is the 
· property of prophets and some saints. By it the unseen 
tables and statutes of the Law are revealed from the other 
world, together with several of the sciences of the Realms 
Celestial and Terrestrial, and pre-eminently theology, the 
science of Deity, which the intelligential and discursive 
spirits cannot compass. It is this that is alluded to in the 
text, "Thus did We inspire thee with a spirit from Our power. 
Thou didst not know what is the Book, nor what is Faith, (41] but 
we made that spirit a light wherewith we guide whom We will 
of our vassals. And thou, t~erily, dost guide into a straight u·ay." 3 

And here, a word to thee, thou recluse in thy rational world of 
the intelligence ! Why should it be impossible that beyond 
reason there should be a further plane, on which appear 
things which do not appear on the plane of the intelligence, 
just as it is possible for the intelligence itself to be 
a plane above the discriminating faculty and the senses ; 
and for revelations of wonders and marvels to be made to 
it that were beyond the reach of the senses and tho dis
criminative faculty ? Beware of making the ultimate perfec
tion stop at thyself ! Consider the intuitive faculty of poetry, 
if thou wilt have an example of everyday experience, taken 

1 Aristotle's voiir. 2 Aristotle's 01avola. 3 s. 42, 52. 
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from those special gifts which particularize some men. 
Behold how this gift, which is a sort of perceptive faculty, 
is the exclusive possession of some ; while it is so completely 
denied to others that they cannot even distinguish the scansion 
of a typical measure from that of its several variations. Mark 
how extraordinary is this intuitive faculty in some others, 
insomuch that they produce music and melodies, and all the 
various grief-, delight-, slumber-, weeping-, madness-, murder-, 
and swoon-producing modes! Now these effects only occur 
strongly in one who has this original, intuitive sense. A person 
destitute of it hears the sounds just as much as the other, 
but the emotional effects are by him only very faintly 
experienced, and he exhibits surprise at those whom they 
send into raptures or swoons. And even were all the pro
fessors of music in the world to call a conference with a view 
of making him understand the meaning of this musical sense, 
they would be quite powerless to do so. Here, then, is an 
example taken from the gross phenomena which are easiest 
for you to understand. Apply this now to this peculiar 
prophetical sense. And strive earnestly to become one of those 
who experience mystically something [ 42] of the prophetic 
spirit; for saints have a specially large portion thereof. If 
thou canst not compass this, then try, by the discipline of 
the syllogisms and analogies set forth or alluded to in a. 
previous page, to be one of those who have knowledge of it 
scientifically. But if this, too, is beyond thy powers, thim 
the lea.st thou canst do is to become one of those \vho simply 
have faith in it ("Allah exalts those that have faith among you, 
and those who acquire knowledge, in their several ranks ").1 
Scientific knowledge is above faith, and mystic experience is 
above knowledge. The province of mystic experience is 
feeling; of knowledge, ratiocination; and of faith, bare 
acceptance of the creed of one's fathers, together with an 
unsuspicious attitude towards the two superior classes. 

You now know the five human spirits. So we proceed : 
1 s. 58, 11. 
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they are all of them Lights, for it is through their agency 
that every sort of existing thing is manifested, including objects 
of sense and imagination. For though it is true that the lower 
animals also percP-ive these said objects, mankind possesses a 
different, more refined, and higher species of those two faculties, 
they having been created in man for a different, higher, and 
more noble end. In the lower animals they were only 
created as an instrument for acquiring food, and for subjecting 
them to mankind. But in mankind they were created to be 
a net to chase a noble quarry through all the present world; 
to wit, the first-principles of the religious sciences. For 
example, a. rna~ may, in perceiving with his visual sense a 
certain individual, apprehend, through his intelligence, a 
universal and absolute idea, as we saw in our example of 
Abdul-Ral;t.man the son of 'Awf. 

PART III.-THE APPLICATION TO THE LIGHT-VERSE 
AND THE VEILS TRADITION 

I. THE EXPOSITION OF THE SYMDO_LJSl\I OF THE 

LIGHT-VERSE 

We now come to what the symbolism of this Verse actually 
signifies. The full exposition of the parallelism betweenthese 
five classes of Spirit, and the fivefold Niche, Glass, Lamp, Tree, 
and Oil, [ 43] could be indefinitely prolonged. But we must 
be content with shortly indicating the method of this 
symbolism. 

I. Consider the sensory spirit. Its lights, you obeerve, 
come through several apertures, the eyes, ears, nostrils, etc. 
Now the aptest symbol for this, in our world of experience, 
is the Niche for a lamp in a wall. 

2. Take next the imaginative spirit. It has three 
peculiarities : first, that it is of the stuff that this gross lower 
world is made of, for its objects have definite and limited 
size, and shape, and dimension, and are definitely related to 
the subject in respect of distance. Further, one of the 
properties of a gross substance whereof corporal attributes are 
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predicated is to be opaque to the light of pure intelligence, 
which transcends these categories of direction, quantity, and 
distance. But, secondly, if that substance is clarified, refined, 
disciplined, and controlled, it attains to a correspondence with 
and a similarity to the ideas of the intelligence, and becomes 
transparent to light from them. Thirdly, the imagination is 
at first very much needed, in order that intelligential know
ledge may be controlled by it, so that that knowledge be not 
disturbed, unsettled, and dissipated, and so get out of hand. 
The images supplied by the imagination hold together the 
knowledge supplied by the intellect. Now, in the world of 
everyday experience the sole object in which you will find 
these three peculiarities, in relation to physical light, is Glass. 
For glass also is originally an opaque substance, but is clarified 
and refined until it becomes transparent to the light of a lamp, 
which indeed it transmits unaltered. Again, glass keeps the 
lamp from being put out by a draught or violent jerking. 
[44] By what, then, could possibly the imagination be more 
aptly symbolized 1 

3. The intelligential spirit, which gives cognizance of the 
divine ideas. The point of the symbolism must be obvious 
to you. You knmv it already from our preceding explanation 
of the doctrine that the prophets are a " light-giving lamp ". 

4. The ratiocinative spirit. Its peculiarity is to begin from 
one proposition, then to branch out into two, . which two 
become four and so on, until by this process of lo~ical division 
they become very numerous. It leads, finally, tb conclusions 
which in their turn become germs producing like conclusions, 
these latter being also susceptible of continuation, each with 
each. The symbol which our world yields for this is a Tree. 
And when further we consider that the fruit of the discursive 
reason is material for this multiplying, establishing, and fixing 
of all knowledge, it will naturally not be typified by trees 
like quince, apple, pomegranate, nor, in brief, by any other 
tree whatever, except the Olive. For the quintessence of the 
fruit of the olive is its oil, which is the waterial which feeds 
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intelligence. For it is the property of a cloud to veil the 
shining of the sunlight. Now these things, being all of them 
darkness, are well called " darkness on darkness piled ", 
shutting the soul out from the knowledge of things near, 
[47] let alone things far away; veiling the misbeliever, there
fore, from the apprehension of the miraculousness of the 
Prophet, though he is so near to grasp, so manifest upon the 
least reflection. Truly it might be said of such an one that 
" u·hen a man putteth forth his lzand, he can well-nigh see it 
not ".1 Finally, if all these Lights have, as we saw, their 
source and origin in the great Primary, the One Real, then 
every Confessor of the Unity may well believe that "the 
man for whom Allah doth not cause light, no light at all hath he ".1 

And now yqu must be content with thus much of the 
mysteries of this Verse. 

II. THE EXPOSITION OF THE SYMBOLISM OF THE 

SEVENTY THOUSAND VEILS 

What is the signification of the tradition, "Allah hath 
Seventy Thousand Veils of Light and Darkness : were He to 
withdraw their curtain, then would the splendours of His Aspect 
surely consume everyone u1w apprehended Him u:ith l1is si'glzt." 
(Some read "seven hundred veils"; others, "seventy 
thousand.") 

I explain it thus. Allah is in, by, and for himself glorious. 
A veil is necessarily related to those from whom the glorious 
object is veiled. 1\'ow these among men are of three kinds, 
according as their veils are pure darkness ; mixed darkness 
and light ; or pure light. The subdivisions of these three 
are very numerous. That much only is certain. I could no 
doubt make some far-fetched enumeration of these sub
divisions; buu I have no confidence in the result:; of such 
defining and enumerating, ·for none knows whether they were 
really intend~d or no. As for the fixing of the number-at 
seven hundred, ~rat seventy thouf.and, thi3 is a matter that 
only the prophetic power can compass. lHy own clear 

I S. 24, 40. 
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impression, however, is that these numbers are not mentioned 
in the way of definite enumeration at all, for [ 48] numbers 
are not infrequently mentioned without any intention of 
limitation, but rather to denote some indefinitely great 
quantity :-God knows best! That point, then, is beyond our 
competence, and a.ll I can do now is to unfold to you these 
three main divisions and a few of the subdivisions. 

1. Those veiled by Pure Darkness 
The first division cons:sts of those who are veiled by 

pure darkness. These arc the atheists " who belie1·e not 
in Allt"ilt, nor the Lust Day ".1 These are they "u-lw lo1·e 
this prese·nt life more than tlwt u·kich is lo come '',2 for they 
do not believe in that which is to come at all. They fall 
into subdivisions. 

First, there are those who desire to discover a cause to 
account for the world, and make Kature that cause. But 
nature is an attribute which inheres in material substances, 
and is immanent in them, and is moreover a dark one, for it 
has no knowledge, nor perception, nor self-consciousness, nor 
consciousness, nor light perceived through the medium of 
physical sight. 

Secondly, there are those whose preoccupation is Self, and 
who in no wise busy themselves about the quest for causality. 
Rather, they live the life of the beasts of the field. This veil 
is, as it were, their self-centred ego, and their lusts of darkness; 
for there is no darkness so intense as slavery to self-impulse 
and self-love. "Hast thou seen," saith Allah, "the man u·lw 
makes self-impulse his god 1 " 3 and the Prophet, "Self
impulse is the hatefullest of the gods u·orshipped instead of 
.Allc"ih." 

This last division may further be subdivided. There is 
one class which has thought that this world's Chief End is 
the satisfaction of one's wants, lusts, and animal pleasures, 
whether connected. with sex, or food, or drink, or raiment. 

I S. 4, 37. 2 s. 14, 3. s s. 25, 43. 
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the lamps, and has this peculiarity, as against all other oih, 
that it in~reases radiance. Again, if people give the 

. adjective "blessed" to specially fruitful trees, surely the 
tree the fruitfulness whereof is absolutely infinite should 
be named Blessed ! Finally, if the ramifications of those pure 
intellectual propositions do not admit of relation to direction 
and to distance, then may the antitypical tree well be said 
to be " Neither from the East nor from the West ". 

5. The transcendental prophetic spirit, which is possessed by 
saints as well as prophets if it is absolutely luminous and clear. 
For the thought-spirit is divided [ 45 J into that which needs 
be instructed, advised, and supplied from without, if the 
acquisition of knowledge is to be continuous ; while a portion 
of it is absolutely clear, as though it were self-luminous, and 
had no external source of supply. Applying these con
siderations, we see how justly this clear, strong natural 
faculty is described by the words, " Whose Oil were well-nigh 
luminant, though Fire touched it not " ; for there be Saints 
whose light shines so bright that it is "well-nigh" 
independent of that which Prophets supply, while there be 
Prophets whose light is "well-nigh" independent of that 
which Angels supply. Such is the symbolism, and aptly does 
it typify this class. 

And inasmuch as the lights of the human spirit are graded 
rank on rank, then that of Sense comes first, the foundation 
and preparation for the Imagination (for the latter can only 
be conceived as superimposed after Sense); those of the 
Intelligence and Discursive Reason come thereafter. All 
which explains why the Glass is, as it were, the place for the 
Lamp's immanence; and the Niche, for the Glass: that is 
to say, the Lamp is within the Glass, and the Glass within 
the Niche. Finally, the existence, as we have seen, of a 
graded succession of Lights explains the words of the text 
" Ligl1t upon Ligltt ". 
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Epilogue: the Darkness-Verse 
But this symbolism holds good only for the hearts of true 

believers, or of prophets and saints, but not for the hearts of 
misbelievers ; for the term " light " is expressive of right
guidance alone. But as for the man who is turned from the 
path of guidance, he is false, he is darkness; nay, he is darker 
than darkness. For darkness is neutral ; it leads one neither 
one way nor the other; but the minds of misbelievers, and 
the whole of their perceptions, arc perverse, and support each 
other mutually in the actual deluding of their owners. They· 
are like a man "in some fatlwmless sea, overwhelmed [46] by 
billow topped by billow topped by cloud ; darkness on darkness 
piled!" 1 Now that fathomless sea is the World, this 
world of mortal dangers, of evil chances, of blinding trouble. 
The first " billow " is the wave of lust, whereby souls acquire 
the bestial attributes,2 and arc occupied with sensual pleasures, 
and the satisfaction of worldly ambitions, so that " they eat 
and luxuriate like cattle. Hell shall be their place of entertain
ment! " 3 'Vcll does this wave represent darkness, therefore; 
since love for the creature makes the soul both blind and deaf. 
The second " billow " is the wave of the ferocious attributes, 
which impel the soul to wrath, enmity, hatred, prejudice, envy, 
boastfulness, ostentation, pride. W~ll is this, too, the symbol 
of darkness, for wrath is the demon of man's intelligence ; 
and well also is it the uppermost billow, for anger is mostly 
stronger even than lust ; swelling wrath diverts the soul from 
lust and makes it oblivious of enjoyment ; lust cannot for 
a moment stand up against anger at its height. Finally, 
" the cloud " is rank beliefs, and lying heresies, and corrupt 
imaginings, which become so many veils veiling the mis
believer from the true faith, from knowledge of the Real, 
and from illumination by the sunlight of the Koran and human 

1 s. 2-!, 40. 
2 The following tripartite division of the soul, with its analogues, is 

Platonie (sec Rr·pub/ir, blc i\'\ 
a S. 12, 4i. 
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intelligence. For it is the property of a cloud to veil the 
shining of the sunlight. Now these things, being all of them 
darkness, are well called " darkness on darkness piled ", 
shutting the soul out from the knowledge of things near, 
[47] let alone things far away; veiling the misbeliever, there
fore, from the apprehension of the miraculousness of the 
Prophet, though he is so near to grasp, so manifest upon the 
least reflection. Truly it might be said of such an one that 
" when a man putteth forth his hand, he can well-nigh see it 
not ".1 Finally, if all these Lights have, as we saw, their 
source and origin in the great Primary, the One Real, then 
every Confessor of the Unity may well believe that "the 
man for whomAlliil~ doth not cause light, no light at all hath he ".1 

And now Y<?U must be content ·with thus much of the 
mysteries of this Verse. 

II. THE ExPOSITioN oF THE SYMBOLISM oF THE 
SEVENTY THOUSAND VEILS 

What is the signification of the tradition, "Alliih hath 
Seventy Thousand Veils of Light and Darkness: were He to 
withdraw their curtain, then would the splendours of His Aspect 
surely consume everyone u·ho apprehended Him u·ith llis sig71t." 
(Some read " seven hundred veils " ; others, " seventy 
thousand.'') 

I explain it thus. Alliih is in, by, and for himself glorious. 
A veil is necessarily related to those from whom the glorious 
object is veiled. Now these among men are of three kinds 
according as their veils are pure darkness ; mixed darknes~ 
and light ; or pure light. The subdivisions of these three 
are very numerous. That much only is certain. I could no 
doubt make some far-fetched enumeration of these sub
divisions ; buu I have no confidence in the result3 of such 
defining and enumerating, ·for none knows whether they were 
really intend~d _or no. As for the fixing of the number-at 
seven hundred, or at seventy thom.and, thi3 is a matter that 
only the prophetic power can compass. My own clear 

I S. 24, 40. 
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impression, however, is that these numbers are not mentioned 
in the way of definite enumeration at all, for [ 48] numbers 
are not infrequently mentioned without any intention of 
limitation, but rather to denote some indefinitely great 
quantity :-God knows best ! That point, then, is beyond our 
competence, and all I can do now is to unfold to you these 
three main divisions and a few of the subdivisions. 

1. Those veiled by Pure Darkness 
The first division cons:sts of those who are veiled by 

pure darkness. These are the atheists " who bcliere nol 
in .Alltlh, nor the Lust Day ".1 These are they "who loz·e 
this present l1je more than llwt u·kich is to come '',2 for they 
do not believe in that which is to come at all. They fall 
into subdivisions. 

First, there are those who desire to discover a cause to 
account for the world, and make Kature that cause. But 
nature is an attribute which inheres in material substances, 
and is immanent in them, and is moreover a dark one, for it 
has no knowledge, nor perception, nor self-consciousness, nor 
consciousness, nor light perceived through the medium of 
physical sight. 

Secondly, there are those whose preoccupation is Self, and 
who in no wise busy themselves about the quest for causality. 
Rather, they live the life of the beasts of the field. This veil 
is, as it were, their self-centred ego, and their lusts of darkness; 
for there is no darkness so intense as slavery to self-impulse 
and self-love. "Hast thou seen," saith Allah, "the man u·lw 
makes self-impulse his god ~ " 3 and the Prophet, " Self
impulse is the lwtefullest of the gods u·orsltipped instead of 

Alliih." 
This last division may further be subdivided. There is 

one class which has thought that this world's Chief End is 
the satisfaction of one's wants, lusts, and animal pleasures, 
whether connected with sex, or food, or drink, or raiment. 

l s. 4, 37. 2 s. u, 3. 3 s. 25, 43. 
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These, therefore, are the creatures of pleasure ; pleasure is 
their god, the goal of their ambition, and in winning her they 
believe that they have won felicity. Deliberately and willingly 
do they place themselves at the level of the beasts of the 
field ; nay, at a viler level than the beasts. Can darkness he 
conceived more intense than this ? Such men arc, indeed, 
veiled hy darkness unadulterated. Another class has thought 
that num's Chief End is conquest and domination-the 
taking of prisoners, nnd captives, and life. [ 49] Suc-h is the 
idea of the Arabs, certain of the Kurds, aml withal very 
numerous fools. Their veil is the dark veil of the ferocious 
attributes, because these dominate them, so that the~· deem 
the running down of their quarry the height of bliss. These, 
then, are content to occupy the lenl of beasts of pre~·. a_v, 
one more degraded still. A third class has supposed that the 
Chief End is riches and prosperity, because wealth is the 
instrument for the satisfaction of every lust. Their concern 
is therefore the heaping up and multiplication of riches-the 
multiplication of property, real estate, personal estate, 
thoroughbreds, flock~. herds, fields, and the rest. Such men 
hoard their pelf underground-you may see them toiling their 
lives long, embarking on perils by land, perils by sea, up-dale, 
down-lea, piling up wealth, and yet grudging it to them
selves-and how much more othcrR ! These are they whom 
the Prophet had in view when he said, " Poor ·wretch, tlw slm·e 
of money ! Poor wretch, the slare of gold ! " And, incleed, 
what darkness is intenser than that which blinds mankin·l to 
the fact that gold and silver are just two mcb~s. unwanted 
for their own s:tkes, no better than gravel unless they are 
made a means to various endR, and spent upon things worth 
spending on ? A fourth class has atl,·aneeJ a step higher 
than the total folly of these last, ancl has supposed that the 
supreme felicity is found in the extension of a man's personal 
reputation, the spread of his own renown, the increase of 
his own following and his influence over others. You may 
see these admiring themselves in their own looking-glasses ! 
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One of them, who may be suffering hunger and penury at 
home, will be spending his substance on clothes, and trying to 
look his smartest therein, [50] just in order to avoid con
temptuous glances when he walks abroad! 

Innumerable are the varieties of this species, and one and 
all arc nil eel from Allah by pure darkness, and they themselves 
are darkness. l:;o there is no need to mention all the individual 
ntrieties, when once attention has been called to the species. 
One of these varieties which we should, however, mention is 
the sort that confesses with their tongues the Creed " There is 
no god but Allah", but arc probably urged thereto by fear 
alone, or the desire to beg from Mohammedans, or to curry 
favour with them, or to get financial assistance out of them, 
or, by a merely fanatical zeal, to support the opinions of their 
fathers. For if the Creed fails to impel these to good works, 
bv no means shall it secure their elevation from the dark 
sphere to light. Rather arc their patron-saints devils, who 
lead them from the light into the darkness. But he whom 
the Creed so touches that his evil deeds displease him and his 
good deeds give him pleasure, has passed from pure darkness 
even though he be a great sinner still. 

2. Those veiled by mixed Light and Darkness 

The second division consists of those who are veiled by 
mixed light and darkness. It consists of three main kinds : 
first, those whose darkness has its origin in the Senses ; 
secondly, in the Imagination; thirdly, in false syllogisms of 
the Intelligence. 

First, then, those veiled by the darkness of the Senses. 
These arc persons who one and all have got beyond that self
absorption which was the characteristic of all the first division, 
as they deify something outside the self, and have some 
yearning for the knowledge of the Deity. The first grade of 
these consists of the idol-worshippers, the last grade consists 
of the dualists; between which extrem(ls come other grades. 

The first, the idolaters, are aware, in general, that they have 
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a deity whom they must prefer to their dark selves, and belie,·e 
[51] that their deity is mightier than everything else, and 
more to be prized than every prize. But the darkness of sense 
veils from them the knowledge that they must transcend the 
world of sense in this quest; so that they make for themselves 
from the more prerious minerals, gold, silver, gems, etc., 
figures splendidly fashioned, and then take these images unto 
themselves as gods. Such men are veiled by the light of 
l\Iajesty and Beauty from the attributes of Allah and his 
light; they have affixed these attributes to sense-perceived 
bodies ; which sense has blocked out the light of Alliih ; for 
the senses are darkness in relation to the ·world Spiritual, as 
we have already shown. 

The second class, composed of the remotest Turkish tribes, 
who have no organized religious community and no definite 
religious code, believe that they have a. deity, and that that 
deity is some particularly beautiful object ; so that when they 
see a human being of exceptional beauty, or similarly a tree, 
or a horse, etc., they worship it and call it their god. These 
are veiled by the light of Beauty mixecl with the darkness of 
Sense. They have penetrated further than the idolaters into 
the Realm of Light in the di ;;co very of Light, for they are 
worshippers of Beauty in the absolute, not in the individual ; 
and they do not limit it specially to one individual to the 
exclusion of others ; and then, again, the Beauty they worship 
is of Xature's hand, and not of their own. 

The third class wy, Our deity must be in His essence Light, 
glorious in His express image, majestic in Himself, terrible in 
His presence, intolerant of approach ; and yet He must 
be likewise perceptible. For the imperceptible is meaningless 
in the opinion of these. Then because they find Fire thus 
characterized, they worship it and take it unto themselves as 
lord. Such are veiled by the light of Dominion and of Glory, 
[52] which are, indeed, two of the Lights of AlHih. 

The fourth class think that, since we have control over fire, 
kindling or quenching it at will, it cannot serve as divinity. 
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Only that which possessing the attributes of Dominion and 
Glory and has us under its absolute sway, and is withal very 
high and lifted up-only this avails for divinity. Astrology is 
the science that is celebrated among this folk, the attribution 
to each star of its special influence ; so that some worship 
Cynosura and others Jupiter, and others some other heavenly 
body, according to the many influences with which they 
believe the several stms are endued. These. then, are veiled 
by Light, the Light of the Sublime, the Luminous, the Potent ; 
"·hich are also three of the Lights of Allah. 

The fifth class support the fourth in their fundamental 
idea, but they my that it does not befit their Lord to be 
describable ns small or great among light-giving substances, 
but He must be the greatest of them ; and so they worship 
the Sun, which, they say, is the Greatest of All. Such are 
veiled by the Light of Greatnes.;;, in addition to the former 
lights ; but arc still blent with the darkness of the Senses. 

The sixth class advance higher still and sa.y, The sun has 
no monopoly of light ; botlirs other than the sun have each 
one its light. So, as the deity must have no partner in 
lightfulne.;;s, they worship Absolute Light, which embraces all 
lights, and think that It is the Lord of the Universe, and 
that all good things are attributable to it. Then, since they 
perceive the existence of evils in the world, and will by no 
means allow them to be attributed to their deity, He being 
wholly void of evil, they conceive of a struggle between Him 
and the Darkness, [53] and these two are called by them, 
as I suppose, Yazdii.n and Ahrimi'in ; which is the sect of the 
Dualist:>. 

This must suflice for the exemplification of this division, 
the classrs whereof are more numerous than those we have 
mentioned. 

Second, those veiled by some light, mixed with the 
darkness of the Imagination. These have got beyond the 
senses, for they assert the existt>nce of something behind the 
object-; of sense, but are unable to get beyond the imagination, 
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and so have worshippetl a Being who actually sits on a throne. 
The meanest grade of these is called the Corporealists ; then 
all the various Karriimites, into whose writings and opinions 
we cannot go here, for to multiply words thereon were bootl<>ss. 
Hut the highest in degree are those who denied to Allah 
corporality and all its accidentia, except one-direction, and 
that direction up1wrds ; for (say they) that which is not 
referable to any direction, and cannot be characterizecl as 
either within or without the world, does not exist at all, 
since it cannot be imagined by thr, imagination. 1 They failed 
to perceive that the nry first degree of the intelligibilia takes 
us clean beyond all reference whatsoc\·cr to direction and 
dim~nsion. 

Third, those who arc veiled by Light divine, mixed 
with the darkness of fa!se syllogisms of the Intelligence, and 
who worship a deity that " Heareth, Seeth, and hath Know
ledge, Power, Will, Life", and transcends all direction, 
including direction upwards ; but whose conception of these 
attributes is relative to their own ; so that some of them 
may even have declared outright that His " speech" is with 
sot;tH1s and letters like ours; while others advanced a step 
higher, it may be, and said, "Nay, but it is like our thought
speech, both soundless aml letterless." Thus, when they 
were challenge!l to show that " hearing, sight, life", etc., 
are rr•rd in Alliih they fell back on what was essentially 
anthropomorphi~:m, though they repudiated it 2 formally ; 
for they utterly failed to npprehcncl what [5'1] the attribution 
of the e idea·; to All~th really signifies. Thus they s:1.y, in 
regarcl to His will, that it is contingent, like oms ; that it is 
a demanding awl a purposing, like ours. All of which opinions 

1 Spe :\v-.>rroPs, opus<·. cit., p. <il, Cairo e<l., p. 51. 

2 It sePms incvitu.blc to read oJ~\. The feminine pronoun could 

only refer to ~. which makes nonsens~. To refer it to o. supplied 

ma,•riar does not seem to Le in our author's manner. 
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are well known, and we nee<l not go into further details with 
regard to them. These, then, are veiled by several of the 
divine Lights, mixed with the darlme:--s of fal:-:c syllogisms of 
the intelligence. All such are various elas:-:rs of the second 
division, which consists of those veiled Ly mixed light and 
darkness. 

3. Those veiled by Pure Light 

The third di,·ision are those veiled with pure Light, 
and they also fall into several classes. I cannot enumerate 
all, but only refer to three. 

The first o£ these hasc searched out and understood the true 
meaning of the divine attributes, and lut\·e grasped that 
when the divine attributes are named Speech, \\'ill, Power, 
Knowle<lge, anrl the rest, it is not according to our human 
mode of nomenclature. And this has led them to avoid 
denoting Him by these attributes altogether, and to drnote 
Him simply Ly a reference to His creation, as ::\Iosps di·l in 
his answer to Pharaoh, when the lattPr aske•l, "And what, 
pray, is the Lord of the T.:nirNsc i ., and he replied, "'The 
Lord, JJ'hosc Holiness transcends eren the ideas of these 
attributes,· He, the Jloz·er and Ordercr of the Heaz·ens.'' 1 

The second mount higher than these, inasmur·h as they 
perceive<l that the Hea\·cns arc a plurality, awl that the monr 
of e\·cry several Heaven is another being, called an .Angel, 
and t! . .1t thc'e angels forl!l a plurality, a.ncl that their relation 
to the other Light,; Divine is as the relation of the stars to 2 

all other \'i>'ible lights. 3 Then they perceivccl that these 
HeaYCn,; are cm·eloped by another f'phere, by "·ho,;p motion 
all the rest revoln~ once in twenty·four hom:<, and that finally 
The Lorw i,.; He "'ho communicate-; motion to thi,; outermo.<t 
Sphere, which enclos•:s all the re:<t, on the ground (:-my the:·) 
that plurality mu~t be clenied of Him. 

1 See S. 2ti, 23 IT. 2 Reading J \ for !..)· 3 Cf. s. 41, 11. 
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The third mount higher than these also, [55] and say that 
this direct communication of motion to the celestial bodies 
must be an act of service to the Lord of the universe, an act 
of worship and obedience to His command, and rendered by 
one of His creatures, an Angel, who stands to the pure Light 
Divine in the relation of the l\loon to tlw other visible lights ; 
and they asserted that the LoRD is the Obeyed-One of this 
Angelic l\iovent, and that the Almighty must be considered the 
universal :Movent indirectly and by way of command only 
(amr), 1 but not directly by way of act. The explication of 
which " command " and what it really is contains much that 
is obscure, and too difficult for most minds, besides being 
beyond the scope of this book. 

These, then, are grades all of which arc veiled by Lights 
without admixture of Darkness. 

4_ The Goal of the Quest 

But those who ATTAIN make a fourth grade, to Whom, in 
turn, it has been made clear that this Obeyed-One, if identified 
with Allah, would have been given attributes negative of 
His pure Unity and perfection, on account of a mystery 
which it is not in the scope of this book to reveal ; and that 
the relation of this Obeyed-One to THE REAL ExiSTE""CE is 
as the relation of the Sun to Essential Light, or of the live 
coal to the Elemental Fire ; and so " turned their faces " 2 

from him who moves the heavens and him who issued the 
command (amc.ra) for their moving, and Attained unto an 
Existent who transcends ALL that is comprehensible by 
human Sight or human Insight ; for they found IT 
transcendent of and separate from evary characterization tha1 
in the foregoing we have made. 

And these last are also divided. For one class the whole 
content of the perceptible is consumed away-consumed, 
obliterated, ~md annihilated ; yet the soul itself remains 

1 See S. 7, 53. 2 See M., pp. [30, 31]. 
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contemplating the absolute Beauty and Holiness, and con
templating herself in her beauty, which is conferred on her by 
this Attainment unto the Presence Divine. [56] In them, 
then, the seen things, but not the seeing soul, are obliterated. 

And they are passed by others, among whom are the Few 
of the Few ; whom " the splendours of the Countenance 
sublime consume ", 1 and the majesty of the Divine Glory 
obliterate ; so that they are themselves blotted out, 
annihilated. For self-contemplation there is no more found 
a place, because 'vith the self they have no longer anything 
to do. Nothing remaineth any more save the One, the Real ; 
and the import of His word, " All perisheth save His 
Countenance," 2 becomes the experience of the soul. To this 
we have ma<le reference in the first chapter, where we set 
forth in what sense they named this st:lte "Identity'', and 
how they conceived the same. 

Such is the ultimate degree of those who Attain. Some 
of these souls had not, in their upward Progress and Ascent, 
to climb step by step the stages we have described ; neither 
did their ascension eo~t them any length of time ; but with 
their first flight they attainml to the knowledge of the Holiness 
and the confession that His sovereignty transcends everything 
that it must be confessed to transcend. They were overcome 
at. the very first by, the knowledge which overcame the rest 
at the very last. The onset of God's epiphany came upon 
them with one rush, so that all that is apprehensible by the 
sight of Sense or by the insight of Intelligence was by 
"the splentlours of His Countenance utterly consumed". 
It may be that that first was the way of Abraham, the Friend 
of Allah, while the latter was the way of l\Iohammed, the 
Beloved of Allah. Allah alone knoweth the mysteries of 
their Progress and of their Stations on the Way of Light. 

Such is our account of the classes of the veiled by the 
Veils ; and it were not strange if, after all these Stations were 
fully classified and the veils of the Pilgrims l\Iystical were 

1 See the Tradition nn p. ! 2). ~ s. 2il, 88. 
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fully studied, the number of classes were found to amount 
to Seventy Thousand. Yet, if you look carefully, you shall 
find that of them all not one falls outside the divisions which 
we have set forth. For, as we have shown, they must be 
veiled by their own human attributes ; or by the senses, 
imagination, discursive intelligence; or by pure light. 

This is what has occurred to me by way of answer [57] to 
your interrogations, though these came to me at a time 
when my thought was divided, and my mind preoccupied, 
and my attention given to other matters than this. May 
not my suggestion be, then, that you ask forgiveness for me 
for anything wherein my pen has erred, or my foot has slipped? 
For "tis a hazardous thing to plunge into the fathomless !>ea 
of the divine mysteries; and hard, hard it is to essay the 
uiscovery of the Lights Supernal that arc beyond the Veil. 

THE ENU. 
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